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1301 West Wendover Ave., Suite A • Greensboro, NC

www.VaughanIntegrative.com                             Appointments: 336.808.3627

Elizabeth R. Vaughan, MD

Is Vaughan Integrative Medicine right for you?

Find out at our New Patient Orientation
Call 336.808.3627, option 4

for dates, details, and to reserve your space

Now Accepting New Patients

Live 
Vibrantly!

We offer holistic, integrative healing based on the best of conventional medicine and 

proven complementary therapies to address whole-person health.

Guilford CounselinG, PllC
N.JENNIFER COBB, MSW, LCSW
422 Battleground Avenue • Greensboro

336.337.5469 • GuilfordCounseling@gmail.com

www.GuilfordCounseling.com

Is this You?
I sometimes feel fearful and 
uneasy and don’t know why

I just can’t relax

I am troubled by
negative thoughts that 
I can’t seem to stop

I just need someone
to talk to who 
won’t judge me

We Can Help! call for a FREE phone consultation

What our clients say:

“I never thought that I’d be able to live my life with purpose again, 
but thanks to help from Jennifer, I am happy, healthy and have found balance again.”   — M.S.

“I was unhappy, worrying all of the time, and not very fun to be around. 
My kids were fighting, too. Together, we learned new skills and are able to enjoy each other again.”  — L.D.

HOPE.   HEALING.   TRANSFORMATION.
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TRIAD
Sustainable Weight  Loss

5715-B West Market St. • Greensboro
336.382.7959 

www.WillPowellFitness.com

It’s NEVER too late to get the body you want.

Do you want top quality weight loss 
and fitness results to improve your 

quality of life?

Are you fed up with not taking 
action to prioritize your health, 

weight and well-being?

Would you like to work with a 
weight loss specialist in a 

one-on-one or group setting to 
inspire you to reach your goals?

Specializing in service-oriented 
personal weight loss training, 

I provide effective assessments, 
manageable dietary techniques 

and exercise programs 
that ANYONE can accomplish! 

I am committed to your health 
and well-being. 
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INTEGRATIVE THERAPIES
A Bridge Between Conventional Healthcare and the Complementary Healing Arts

Our team is here to serve you!

We Off er:
*Therapeutic Massage & Bodywork

Physical Therapy & Rehabilitation
Acupuncture & Oriental Medicine
*Neuromuscular Therapy (NMT)

*Myofascial & Craniosacral Therapy
Food Sensitivity & Nutritional Counseling
NES Body Field Assessment & Correction

Mental Health Counseling & EMDR
Biofeedback & Neurofeedback

Women’s Health & Pelvic Floor Rehab
Yoga, Meditation & Movement Classes

Many Years Experience With:
Migraine & Tension Headache

Neck & Lower Back Pain
Fibromyalgia & Myofascial Pain Syndrome

MS, CVA, & Neuromuscular Disorders
Temporomandibular Joint Dysfunction (TMJD)

Whiplash & Physical Injuries
Arthritis & Osteoporosis

Depression, Anxiety, and PTSD
Insomnia, Mild TBI, & ADHD
Pelvic Pain & Incontinence

Stress Management & Wellness Promotion

Most Insurance Accepted
*Services provided by NC Licensed Massage and Bodywork Therapists

7-E Oak Branch Dr., Greensboro        (336) 294-0910        www.integrati vetherapies.net
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The days 
are short-
er. The land-

scape is dull and barren. 
The weather is, at times, harsh and unwel-
coming. It's no wonder many people feel 
glum during winter. Add to that the stress 
of the holidays, and you have a recipe for 
full-blown depression. But whether you 
develop a mood disorder out of the blue, 
or you experience depressive symptoms 
every winter (a condition known as sea-
sonal affective disorder, or "SAD"), there 
are treatments and preventive measures 
that will help you get back to your normal 
self.

"D" is for Daylight
Most people do not get enough expo-

sure to sunlight during winter. They go to 
work when it's dark, and by the time they 
get home, the sun has already gone down. 
This reduced exposure to sunlight means 
most people aren't making enough vitamin 
D. 

Vitamin D is important for a number 
of functions in the human body in addition 
to building bone. It boosts the immune 

s y s t e m  a n d 
helps to fight 
cancer. Without 

i t ,  w e  s l o w 
down, get slug-

g i sh  and ga in 
weight. This is due 

to the connection 
between Vitamin D 

and thyroid. Sufficient 
levels of Vitamin D are 

necessary for optimal thy-
roid function. If we were 

bears and hibernated throughout 
the winter, less would be fine. (We 

would get hypothyroid) But because we 
are humans on the go, we need the extra 
support that vitamin D can give. 

Another important benefit of this vita-
min is that it can positively affect the brain. 
In recent years, doctors have noticed that 
patients who experience depression or 
SAD tend to be low on vitamin D. Re-
search confirms this connection as well. 
A study of people in nursing homes found 
that taking vitamin D improved their de-
pression and cognitive abilities. 

Actually, older adults should consider 
taking vitamin D year-round, with an in-
creased dose in winter. Older adults do 
not make as much Vitamin D in the sum-
mer as their children and grand children. 

A Secret Weapon for 
Serotonin Production

Here's a challenge: Look up the 
amino acid 5-hydroxy tryptophan (5-HTP) 
on the internet. You're likely to find lots of 
warnings against using it in conjunction 
with SSRIs, (selective serotonin re-uptake 

inhibitors), the most commonly prescribed 
class of antidepressants. The truth is, 
5-HTP can be a great addition to depres-
sion treatment, especially considering the 
tendency for SSRIs to become less effective 
over time.

5-HTP crosses the blood brain barrier 
and is converted to serotonin, 5-hydroxy-
tryptomine (5-HT), which is a calming 
neurotransmitter that promotes self es-
teem, reduces the tendency to feel over-
whelmed, reduces fear, reduces the ten-
dency to be overly critical of others and of 
oneself and decreases the tendency to 
worry. People with adequate serotonin are 
happier with themselves and their sur-
roundings. 

Deficiencies or disruptions in sero-
tonin can lead to depression or obsessive 
compulsive tendencies. SSRIs play only 
one role in correcting this problem, how-
ever. They allow serotonin to remain in 
brain synapses longer so that downstream 
nerves get a higher concentration of the 
neurotransmitter. While this is helpful, it 
does not address the problem of deficien-
cies in serotonin.

SSRIs only rearrange where serotonin 
is; they don't stimulate production of more 
of it. And, in fact, these antidepressants 
can lead to a reduction in serotonin levels 
over months to years. In the late 1980s 
when Prozac, the first SSRI, became 
popular, doctors began noticing a phe-
nomenon known as "Prozac poop-out." 
Patients would respond successfully to the 
drug at first, but then their symptoms 
would start returning.

It's now believed that SSRIs' continu-
al blocking or inhibition of the serotonin 

BEAT
the 

Winter Blues
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re-uptake devices in the brain may actu-
ally reduce the amount of serotonin being 
produced. This finding surprised a lot of 
doctors. To get around the problem, they 
began changing dosages and prescribing 
additional anti-depressants, beta-blockers 
or naltrexone. But none of these changes 
really helped patients achieve the results 
they had when first taking SSRIs.

Integrative physicians, however, 
quickly realized that 5-HTP would assist 
SSRIs by helping increase the amount of 
serotonin in the brain. Traditional doctors 
still stay away from this practice because 
they fear it will create a condition known 
as serotonin syndrome. This syndrome, 
which is marked by hypertension, profuse 
sweating, diarrhea and possible psychosis, 
can occur if too much 5-HTP is taken. 
However, in small doses, it can safely 
produce positive results for depressed 
patients.

Many integrative physicians prescribe 
5-HTP to patients regularly, and in the 20-
some years since SSRIs have been out, 
most have never had a patient experience 
a life-threatening reaction to the combina-
tion of an SSRI and low doses of 5-HTP. 

Incorporating 5-HTP into 
Depression Treatment

There are a number of ways to find 
out whether or not your serotonin is low. 
One way is if you notice your SSRI isn't 
working as well as it used to. Another is to 
take inventory of your mood and actions. 
If you're low on serotonin, you'll notice 
some of the following things:

• A hypercritical attitude—particularly         
as it relates to your feelings about your      
self
• Feeling overwhelmed
• A need for control
• Indecisiveness
• Obsessive compulsive feelings (this 
occurs with very low serotonin)
• Craving carbohydrates like bread, 
rice and sugar

The way to determine whether or not 
a patient might benefit from 5-HTP in 
conjunction with his or her antidepressant 
is by taking a thorough history. Question-
naires are also helpful. Usually this is 
enough data to determine the need for 
5-HTP. Then one can take a small dose of 
5-HTP and increase it slowly. 

Sometimes, a urine test is useful. Se-
rotonin is made in the brain, but it is ex-
creted in the urine. So by monitoring a 
patient's urine levels, a doctor can deter-
mine a patient's serotonin level.

If a depressed patient's urine has low 
levels of serotonin, that's an indication that 
his or her brain doesn't have the serotonin 
levels necessary for an SSRI to properly 
rearrange the concentrations of the neu-
rotransmitter. Then one can use 5-HTP to 
increase the patient's serotonin levels. This 
will help the SSRI work better, and it may 
reduce the patient's dose of the SSRI. This, 
in turn, tends to reduce any side effects the 
patient experiences from taking the anti-
depressant.

Always start patients out on the lowest 
dose of 5-HTP possible— 50-100mg a day. 

Over time, increase the dosage. Most 
people require between 200mg and 
500mg a day. The maximum dosage rec-
ommended  is 800mg daily, divided up 
into 200mg four times a day. If a patient is 
on an SSRI, they will usually use 100-
400mg daily. If a person seems particu-
larly sensitive to 5-HTP and is experienc-
ing an increase in side effects similar to 
those felt with the SSRI, reduce the dosage.

SSRI SIDE EFFECTS

Side effects of SSRIs can include:

• Nausea
• Dry mouth
• Headache
• Diarrhea
• Nervousness, agitation or restlessness
• Reduced sexual desire or difficulty 
reaching orgasm
• Inability to maintain an erection 
(erectile dysfunction)
• Rash
• Increased sweating
• Weight gain
• Drowsiness
• Insomnia

Elizabeth
Vaughan, MD
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The nice thing about 5-HTP is that it's 
easy to monitor. People respond to it 
within 30 minutes. A single dose lasts 4-6 
hours. This not only means they start feel-
ing better sooner; it means one can make 
dosage adjustments quickly.

Another advantage of 5-HTP is that it 
only needs to be taken as necessary—and 
can even be taken alone (without an SSRI). 
Some people may only need it in winter-
time; others may just require it to get them 
through a rough period. 

The brain needs magnesium and ac-
tivated vitamin B6, Pyridoxyl-5-phosphate, 
P-5-P to make serotonin from 5-HTP. So 
take these or take a good multiple vitamin 

that contains them.
Tryptophan also works. It is converted 

in the brain into 5-HTP. It is in turkey and 
other foods or can be bought as a supple-
ment. Doses are 5-10 times higher than 
5-HTP since only 10-20% of it is con-
verted to 5-HTP. Cofactors for this conver-
sion are oxygen, iron and the cofactor, 
tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4).

 No one has ever developed Eosino-
philic Myalgia Syndrome when taking real 
tryptophan. Those that had a severe reac-
tion in 1987 to a batch of imported tryp-
tophan from Japan were actually consum-
ing a genetically modified tryptophan. It 
wasn’t “contaminated”. It was a geneti-

cally engineered tryptophan.
Consult with your physician or psy-

chiatrist before using 5-HTP or tryptophan.

A Helpful Herb
Another commonly prescribed treat-

ment for SAD and depression is St. John's 
Wort, which is often known as the antide-
pressant of the herb world. St. John's Wort 
raises the number of many neurotransmit-
ters in the brain, not just serotonin. While 
the herb works well in the treatment of 
depression, it does take a little longer to 
produce results than 5-HTP. So, if you're 
using it to treat SAD, you may want to start 
taking it in late summer every year before 
your depression symptoms kick in. If your 
mood is easy to track by seasons, this can 
be a great preventive treatment for you.

If you choose to take St. John's Wort, 
just be cautioned that it can interact nega-
tively with some prescription medications, 
like HIV drugs. And unlike 5-HTP, St. 
John's Wort shouldn't be taken with SSRIs. 
To be on the safe side, consult with your 
physician before taking this, or any, herb. 

Nothing Happens without Fish Oil
You can take all the above drugs, vi-

tamins and supplements and still be “blue” 
if you have sick, starved cells. If one does 
not have enough fish oil (DHA in the brain 
and EPA in the body), the cells are mal-
nourished, toxic, energy poor, and iso-
lated. All cells, including nerve cells, have 
receptors on their cell membranes. These 
receptors are the communication sensors 
for the cell. 

Serotonin may be knocking at the door 
of the down stream nerve across the syn-
apse, trying to tell it “Don’t worry, be 
happy”, but it will fall on deaf ears if the 
nerve doesn’t have healthy receptors. Low 
levels of DHA and high levels of saturated 
and trans fats make the nerve cell mem-
brane stiff. When serotonin floats into a 
receptor on the down stream nerve, the 
receptor changes shape to signal to the cell 
that serotonin has arrived. It can’t move in 
a stiff membrane so the message never 
arrives. The receptors need to be able to 
wiggle. They can only wiggle in a flexible 
membrane. 

Secondly, depression is an inflamma-
tory disease. DHA and EPA are fundamen-
tally anti-inflammatory molecules. If you 
are depressed take at least 2400mg of 
EPA+DHA. You may need even higher 
doses. 
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HOLIDAY SURVIVAL

A reason for seasonal depression 
that sometimes has nothing to do with 
physical well-being is the holidays. This 
is a time of year when people are ex-
pected to be happy and surround by 
loved ones; when they're not, it can lead 
to feelings of sadness, loneliness and 
inadequacy. In addition, the holidays can 
be a very stressful time of year, leaving 
some people emotionally fragile.

If you start feeling sad around 
Thanksgiving, Hanukkah, Christmas, 
Kwanzaa or New Year's, there are a 
number of things you can do to feel bet-
ter:

• Look for help and encouragement from 
a support group or a caring friend. You're 
not the only one who has difficulty dur-
ing this time of year.
• Seek help from a therapist.
• Seek solace in volunteer work, or 
church and community functions.
• Take time away from the hustle and 
bustle to rest and pamper yourself.
• Visit your doctor for a mental health 
checkup. 
• Don't feel like you have to live up to 
others' expectations—or even your own.

These tips can take the pressure off 
of you and help you get the assistance 
you need.

A Menu of Treatments for 
SAD and Depression

Vitamin D, SSRIs, 5-HTP, tryptophan, 
St. John's Wort and fish oil are not the only 
treatments for depression. There are a 
number of treatments, both medical and 
behavioral, that can help:

• Neurofeedback. This treatment can 
provide electromagnetic feedback to the 
brain, which helps the practitioner re-
train the brain. In my 30 years of medical 
practice, I've seen many people helped 
by this therapy. 
• Energy Therapy. Acupuncture, Reiki, 
Healing Touch, Emotional Freedom 
Technique and other forms of energy 
therapy have been demonstrated to help 
improve symptoms of depression.
• Counseling. This method doesn't cure 
depression by itself, but it can help you 
cope with and adjust areas of your life 
that are in need of repair.
• Faith. A belief that in some spiritual or 
cosmic sense that one's life matters is 
hugely important in helping a depressed 
person think past the low points.
• Laughter. Humor heals. A sense of 
humor and laughter are some of your 
strongest weapons against depression.
• Exercise. There have been countless 
studies showing the connection between 
physical activity and mood improve-
ment. In fact, exercise is now a univer-
sally recommended treatment for depres-
sion. This is because it optimizes the 
amount and balance of every neurotrans-
mitter in our bodies.
• Dietary Changes. Avoid foods that 
drain your body of energy; eat foods that 
nourish it. Indulge now and then, but 
remember: your brain needs real food to 
thrive. The more processed the food, the 
less it will nourish your body and brain.
• Detoxification. Eliminating toxins from 
your body helps "free up" neurochemi-
cals. Some people's brains hold on to 
heavy metals like mercury, which can 
interfere with neurotransmitters.

Get a Checkup
First see your doctor or other health 

care provider. Depression isn't always due 
strictly to neurochemical factors. Many 
people suffer from the mood disorder 
because they don't have enough of certain 
vitamins and minerals. B vitamins—espe-
cially thiamin, folic acid and B6—are es-
sential to good mental health. You also 
need proper levels of magnesium and iron 

to support the production of neurotrans-
mitters like serotonin.

Normal thyroid function, Vitamin D 
and A, and minerals are all important. 

For a person suffering from depres-
sion, get full blood work, including a 
complete iron panel, Vitamin D and A 
levels, B-12 and folic acid levels, and 
thyroid levels. This is in addition to a urine 
test that determines serotonin levels in the 
body.

Take care of yourself this winter. And 
Thrive in 2013!

Elizabeth Vaughan, MD is board certified 
by the American Boards of Integrative and 
Holistic Medicine, Internal Medicine and 
Clinical Metal Toxicology. Vaughan integra-
tive Medicine is located at 1301-A W. 
Wendover Avenue in Greensboro. Visit 
www.VaughanIntegrative Medicine.com. 
See ads on pages 2, 21, 23, 33.

COUNSELING CENTER of
GREENSBORO, Inc.

336-274-2100
sherellawson@gmail.com

www.counselingcentersnc.com

Take Control of Your Life Today & 
Start Living a Life of Intention!

Sherel H. Lawson, MS, LPC
Mental and Behavioral Health 

Counseling for Children, Adolescents 
and Adults

• Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy 
•  Individual, Family and 
     Couples Counseling

Self-Pay, Medicaid and 
most Private Insurances
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FREE Talk: 
How to Get Your Brain Back - 
December 13

Vaughan Integrative Medicine and The Natural Vitality Center 
will host a free one-hour talk with Dr. Gail Sanders Durgin 

of Neurofeedback Associates, Inc. Dr. Durgin will discuss re-
search about the brain and what you can do to heal and protect 
your brain.

 As we age, we get more concerned about the health of our 
brains.  Is my forgetfulness an early indicator of dementia? What 
foods should I eat or not eat? Are there supplements that would 
help me? Why am I out of sync since I got rear-ended in my car 
last month? Am I really more stressed or is it my imagination? 
How does the brain work anyway?

 
Join Dr. Durgin on Thursday, December 13, at 6 p.m. when she 
will address these concerns and more.  The talk takes place in 
the lobby of Vaughan Integrative Medicine, located at 1301-A 
West Wendover Ave., at the intersection of Wendover and Gre-
cade in Greensboro. Call 336.808.3627 x. 10 or email amie@
vaughanintegrative.com for reservations; seating is limited. See 
ads on pages 2, 16, 21.

Three Treasures Tai Chi invites you to
Celebrate the Winter Solstice! 

 

On the winter solstice, cycle of darkness reaches its peak, 
pauses briefly, and then the cycle of light begins its re-

turn. For many thousands of years, people have celebrated 
this time as a particularly meaningful time for meditation, 
prayer, and the setting of intentions.  In this ceremony, we 
will express gratitude for the rest and quiet of the darkness 
cycle which is coming to completion, and honor the light 
which will gradually return over the next weeks and months.  

 Come and join us in a tai chi practice which honors both 
darkness and light in their highest sense! Our program will 
center around the practice of Primordial Tai Chi Form, an 
ancient Tai Chi lineage ceremony for gathering and balancing 
heaven and earth energies

Everyone is welcome, including beginners. Led by Alan 
Graham, Beverly Isley-Landreth, Sandy Seeber, & David 
Harold with Three Treasures Tai Chi LLC.

This event is FREE and open to the public. Charitable 
donations to the support the ministry of the Shepherds Center 
are encouraged! Date:  Friday, December 21, 6-7pm at The 
Shepherds Center, 1700 Ebert Street in Winston-Salem.

For more information, visit www.threetreasures.org or email 
sandy@sandyseeber.com. See ad on page14.

The Emotional Impact of Food Allergies - 
December 9

Food Allergy Families of the Triad, a local food allergy support 
group, today announced that it will host, “The Emotional 

Impact of Food Allergies” presented by Jennifer Cobb, MSW, 
LCSW of Guilford Counseling, PLLC on December 9, 2012 at 
5:00pm at Baylin Dance Studio in Clemmons.  Food Allergy 
Families of the Triad provides food allergy education and support 
for the Triad communities under Medical Advisor, Dr. Jason W. 
Caldwell, D.O., of Wake Forest Baptist Health.   

Ms. Cobb will discuss the emotional and social impact of 
food allergies on children and families. Specifically, she will 
touch on how to balance independence without compromising 
safety, how to identify anxiety in your children and tools to em-
power them to overcome it, how to talk to your children about 
the life-threatening nature of their allergies and age appropriate 
expectations in the self management of allergies. As parents, it 
is not only important for us to educate ourselves on the proper 
management of our child's food allergies, but also we must have 
the tools to educate our children so that they may grow up feel-
ing confident and secure about their allergies. 

Food Allergy Families of the Triad is dedicated to providing 
free educational seminars and support to the local food allergy 
community.  The organization's founder, Angela Fuller, knows 
first hand the importance of food allergy awareness as the 
mother of a young child diagnosed at 4 months with severe 
multiple food allergies.  Inspired by her own experiences and 
challenges that accompany caring for a food allergic child, Mrs. 
Fuller founded Food Allergy Families of the Triad to provide 
other food allergy families much needed educational and emo-
tional support.  

Trimmed In Red Salon: Now offering Massage

Trimmed in Red Salon is now offering Massage Therapy, in 
addition to its many other services with the addition of Karl 

Walker, Massage Therapist. Karl brings with him a strong sense 
of compassion and understanding of the intricate workings of 
the human body. Karl is offering Full body Massage, Hot Stone 
Massage and Chair Massage and he will work with each person’s 
needs to bring them the comfort and relaxation that they are 
looking for.  Whether you are seeking pure relaxation from the 
daily stresses of life or if you have muscles that are over worked 
and begging for relief. Karl will listen to your needs and he will 
work with you in seeking the peace and relaxation you are look-
ing for.  Call today 336-449-5386, and schedule your appoint-
ment and let Karl welcome you into a world of peace and relax-
ation. 

Karl Walker LMBT 12173, Trimmed in Red Salon 209 E. Main 
Street Gibsonville, NC 27249.    336-449-5386,   karlwalkermas-
sage@aol.com
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With a result that is likely to surprise and baffle much of the 
mainstream medical community, a large NIH-sponsored 

trial has turned up the first substantial evidence in support of 
chelation therapy for patients with coronary disease. Known as 
TACT (Trial to Assess Chelation Therapy),  the highly controversial 
trial was presented November 4, 2012 at the American Heart 
Association by Gervasio Lamas. The trial was sponsored by two 
NIH institutes, the National Center for Complementary and Al-
ternative Medicine and the National Heart Lung and Blood In-
stitute.

Chelation therapy with EDTA to remove heavy metals from 
the blood in order to treat coronary disease has been around– and 
provoked criticism– since the 1950s. Despite a lack of evidence 
and the skepticism of the medical community, passionate sup-
porters have kept the therapy alive in alternative medicine circles.

TACT was funded by the NIH more than a decade ago as 
part of a much-publicized initiative to study the claims of alterna-
tive medicine. Now the results of TACT will likely provide am-
munition to chelation defenders, but the trial investigators and 
other experts have expressed considerable caution about the 
proper interpretation of the results.

TACT was a double blind study testing active or placebo 
infusions of disodium EDTA (ethylene–diamine-tetra-acetic acid) 
in stable patients with a history of MI. Due to slow enrollment 
the trial was downsized, ultimately enrolling 1,708 patients in-
stead of the planned 2,372 patients. To maintain the trial’s 
power to achieve a meaningful result the follow-up time was 
increased to seven years. The primary endpoint of the trial– the 
composite of death, MI, stroke, coronary revascularization, or 
hospitalization for angina– was significantly lowered in the che-
lation group:

26.5% in the chelation group versus 
30% in the placebo group — 18 % lower. 

In the one-third of patients in the trial who had diabetes:
102 events versus 67 events, 39% lower. 

The authors said their findings were “unexpected and ad-
ditional research will be needed to confirm or refute our results 

and explore possible mechanisms of therapy.” TACT, they con-
cluded, “does not constitute evidence to recommend the clinical 
application of chelation therapy.”

At an AHA (American Heart Association) press conference, 
Paul Armstrong said that TACT was a response to an unusual 
situation. On the one hand, most physicians and scientists have 
dismissed chelation therapy as lacking any evidence or rationale. 
On the other hand, chelation therapy is strongly supported by 
the alternative medicine community and more than 100,000 
people receive chelation therapy each year. Armstrong said the 
results of the trial were “hypothesis generating, not practice 
changing.”

Here is the AHA press release:

Alternative therapy produces intriguing results in some heart 
patients but many questions remain.

Study Highlights: 

• Patients with prior heart attacks enrolled in a clinical trial of 
a weekly chelation infusion regiment that included disodium 
EDTA and vitamin C had 18% fewer cardiovascular disease 
complications than those who received placebo infusions.

• Chelation therapy removes heavy metals like lead and iron 
from the body. Disodium EDTA, the agent used in the study, 
does not have an FDA indication.

• Investigators caution that the results need to be reproduced 
and understood before consideration of clinical application.

Heart attack patients given weekly infusions of chemicals 
used for chelation therapy had fewer cardiovascular events than 
those who received identical appearing placebo infusions, ac-
cording to late-breaking clinical trial results presented at the 
American Heart Association’s Scientific Sessions 2012. 

In the multicenter, double-blind efficacy trial, Trial to Assess 
Chelation Therapy (TACT), 1,708 heart attack patients were ran-
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DR A’s KEYNOTES
The approach in our clinic is to use an 

Integrative Holistic Medical Model. This 
emphasizes Balance - on all levels - of 
the Body, Mind and Spirit

At Piedmont Inegrative Medicine we 
work as a team with our patients to en-
sure that they understand what their 
issues are, and what they can expect as 
they work with us on their journey 
towards BALANCE.OUR FOCUS

Allergies (inhalant and food)
Andropause

Bioidentical Hormone Therapy
Biopuncture

Candida/Yeast Infections
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome

Comprehensive Integrative 
Holistic Health Assessment

Coronary Artery Disease
Diabetes Mellitus

Fibromyalgia
Headaches (migraine and tension)

 Hypertension
Intravenous Therapy

Irritable Bowel Syndrome
Menopause and PMS

Prostatic Enlargement
Sublingual Immunotherapy

Thyroid and Adrenal Disorders

HAPPY HOLIDAYS!!!!
The holidays can evolve into a time for

re-creation of health and happiness on the 
deepest level, enabling JOY to permeate the 
garden of our Body, Mind and Spirit - thereby 
allowing us to walk our individual way in great-
er beauty.

THE THREE RULES FOR A GREAT GARDEN
1) Every gardener knows that gardens have 

weeds. The key is to take care of the big ones, 
and realize that not all 
the weeds need to be 
removed.

2) Once this is done, 
lay out the best garden 
that you can.

3) Then, get on your 
knees and pray for rain.

domized to receive 40 infusions of a 500 mL chelation solution 
or a placebo infusion, with a second randomization to an oral 
vitamin and mineral regimen or an oral placebo. The chelation 
solution contained three grams of the synthetic amino acid eth-
ylene diamine tetra-acetic (EDTA), seven grams of vitamin C, 
B-vitamins, electrolytes, a local anesthetic and heparin, an anti-
clotting drug. The placebo infusion was salt water and a small 
amount of sugar. 

Researchers found that patients receiving the chelation solu-
tion had fewer serious cardiovascular events than the control 
group (26 percent vs. 30 percent). Cardiovascular events were 
defined as death, heart attack, stroke, coronary revascularization 
and hospitalization for angina. 

Although participants with diabetes appeared to have a 
particular benefit from the infusions, the study team cautioned 
that subgroup analyses can be unreliable and need to be repro-
duced. 

Chelation therapy is used to remove metals from the blood-
stream. The more common calcium EDTA is approved to treat 
lead poisoning and other chelation drugs are used to manage 
iron overload following repeated blood transfusions. The study 
used the less common disodium EDTA and the infusion regimen 
contained other components including vitamin C. 

There has been decades-long debate about whether chelation 
therapy could be effective as a treatment for patients with ath-
erosclerosis, or fatty deposits in arteries that can cause heart 
attacks. Until now, there have been no large, long-term clinical 
trials to determine if these intravenous infusions might work for 
patients with coronary artery disease. 

“We have to look carefully at these unexpected results,” said 
Gervasio A. (Tony) Lamas, M.D., lead author of the study and 
chief of Columbia University Division of Cardiology at Mount 
Sinai Medical Center in Miami Beach, Fla. “Although not ap-
proved by the Food and Drug Administration for treating heart 
disease, chelation therapy has been used for over 50 years and 
has generally been believed by conventional medical practitio-
ners and cardiologists to be without value. A definitive answer 
on chelation therapy will take much additional research. The 
most exciting part of this study is that there may be an unex-
pected signal of benefit. We need to understand whether the 
signal is true, or whether it occurred by chance.” 

The patients in the trial were 82 percent male, 94 percent 
Caucasian and about half were obese. All had experienced a 
previous heart attack, 83 percent had already had bypass surgery, 
stent implantation or balloon angioplasty. Thirty-two percent had 

diabetes, 68 percent had high blood pressure and 73 percent 
had been prescribed cholesterol-lowering statins. Patients were 
followed for an average of 55 months. 

The trial was conducted in 134 sites in the United States and 
Canada from 2002-2011. 

“The chelation therapy was an arduous regimen,” Lamas 
said. 

Each patient received 40 infusions, each lasting at least three 
hours. The first 30 infusions were one week apart. The last 10 
were two weeks to two months apart depending on the patient’s 
schedule. All told, researchers delivered 55,222 infusions. 

Lamas said there is still much work to do before the treatment 
would be considered standard. 

“This is a one-of-a-kind study, so we do not know if the effect 
will be reproducible,” he said. “The level of statistical difference 
between groups was small.” 

A stringent safety infrastructure made sure patients experi-
enced no undue risk. In addition, the research team worked with 
a central pharmacy to ensure the safety and purity of the infused 
products and had in place a computerized system that calcu-
lated doses based on the patient’s kidney function and the system 
sent an alert if an infusion was completed faster than usual. 

“Unless we can show a consistent effect across studies, 
understand why this treatment might work and establish a simi-
lar mechanism to deliver the treatment safely, it will be difficult 
for chelation to enter the mainstream of other cardiovascular 
therapies,” Lamas said. 

“The American Heart Association applauds the National 
Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute and the  National Center for 
Complementary and Alternative Medicine for sponsoring this 
study and the investigators for performing a trial that was difficult 
to conduct,” said Elliott Antman, M.D., chair of the AHA Scien-
tific Sessions Program Committee, cardiologist at Brigham and 
Women’s Hospital and Professor of Medicine at Harvard Medical 
School in Boston, Mass. “Intriguing as the results are, they are 
unexpected and should not be interpreted as an indication to 
adopt chelation therapy into clinical practice.” 

“More information is needed about which elements of the 
complex infusion mixture might provide benefit, the marked 
differences between the observed treatment effect in diabetics 
versus non-diabetics needs to be understood and we need to be 
sure that the findings can be replicated. Like many trials, TACT 
raises more questions that must be answered before we’re ready 
to act on the observations reported today,” he said. 

Three Treasures Tai Chi LLC
for the study & practice 
of the peaceable arts

10 Tai Chi and Qigong classes 
   per week in the Winston-Salem area
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When it comes to belly health and a gas-
trointestinal system functioning in tip-
top shape, foods are not created equal! 

There are a wide variety of foods that will help your 
digestive system in a myriad of ways. Below is a 
list of my top ten favorite foods for GI health. While 
this list is not exhaustive, it is a good representation. 
What foods do you think are missing?

1. Protein: Protein is the structural framework 
from which all biological systems are built upon, 
and the GI system is no different. Adequate protein 
intake is also crucial for optimal immune function. The com-
pounds that immune cells use to communicate with each other, 
and immunoglobulin (antibodies) are made from protein. If we 
don’t eat enough protein, our body turns to its stored sources – 
muscle tissue – to be broken down and used for these functions. 
You can imagine it is difficult for the body to heal and work at 
its best when it is breaking down its own tissues. Opt for options 
like chicken, turkey, bison, grass fed beef and free-range eggs (as 
long as you don’t have an egg allergy).

2. Bone Soup: Bone soup is rich in vitamins, minerals and 
the building blocks of collagen. The body uses collagen to build 
up soft tissues. Bone soup is extremely nutritive and is great for 
people with colitis, inflammatory bowel disease and diverticuli-

tis – especially in the middle of a flare. It is extremely easy to 
absorb and assimilate.

3. Pumpkin: You can also lump winter squash and sweet 
potato in this category. Pumpkin contains compounds that are 
great for soothing inflamed tissues in your GI tract. It's also rich 
in a wide variety of soluble and insoluble fibers, which help feed 
your beneficial bacteria and keep you regular. Pumpkin is rich 
in beta carotene—great news for your immune system, too.

4. Coconut: Coconut products, including the milk, oil, wa-
ter and flesh of coconuts are one of the very best foods for your 
belly. Their healthy fats are absorbed directly in the GI tract for 
energy, keeping those busy cells happy. Coconut also has sev-
eral factors that are directly anti-bacterial, anti-viral and anti-
parasitic. Lastly, chipped coconut or coconut shreds are a great 
source of fiber.

5. Fermented foods: I’m not exactly talking about beer here! 
Foods that are fermented, like sauerkraut and kimchi are rich in 
beneficial bacteria that aid in digestion. Fermented foods aren’t 
very much a part of the modern diet, but we ate a variety of them 
in our ancestral past. What about yogurt? While it is fermented, 
so many people have sensitivities to dairy products that I couldn’t 
justify its addition to my top ten.

6. Cabbage: Cabbage and the cruciferous family of veggies, 
which includes broccoli, brussels sprouts, kale, bok choi and 
cauliflower, are complete powerhouses for your gut. They contain 
ample amounts of glutamine. Glutamine is the preferential fuel 
source of the cells that line your GI tract, meaning that these cells 
will seek out glutamine over glucose as a fuel source. What 
wisdom our body has! If our digestive tract had to compete with 
the brain and the rest of our organs for glucose, imagine how 
many more people would have digestive issues. High vegetable 
intake has been associated with lowered rates of colorectal can-
cer. Cabbage contains a variety of antioxidant compounds, help-
ing to quench inflammation in the gut.

7. Onion/Garlic: In addition to having antimicrobial proper-
ties, garlic and onions are also mildly slippery. Slippery com-
pounds help coat the GI tract, acting as a buffer, promoting 
healing and preventing destruction of the delicate tissues there. 
Onions are one of the highest foods sources of quercetin, a potent 
bioflavonoid that boosts immunity, helps with allergies and de-
stroys free radicals.

8. Turmeric/Curcumin: This brilliant orange spice disrupts 

Top Ten BEST
Foods for Digestive Health
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Some of these foods are inherently not great 
for digestion, and some will exacerbate 
current digestive issues. What do you think 

is missing from this list?
 1. Gluten: Gluten is a molecule found in 

wheat, barley and rye. It is is the number one 
food to create the largest amount of damage, in 
my opinion. In addition to being the trigger for 
Celiac disease, there is an enormous population 
of people who have non-Celiac gluten intoler-
ance. Gluten is very difficult to break down in 
the body. Large, unbroken molecules create gas, bloating and 
inflammation. Gluten has been shown by researchers to actu-
ally “unbutton” the connection between the cells that line the 
small intestine, triggering leaky gut. Until proven non-reactionary 
by an elimination-challenge test, people with GI issues would 
be wise to stay far from this guy.

2. Dairy Products: When we pasteurize and homogenize 
milk, we are essentially turning it into a completely different 
form. The protein found in dairy, called casein, is highly aller-
genic and inflammatory. It also stimulates a strong insulin re-
sponse, which can blunt fat burning and make us hold water and 
look puffy. Lactose, the dominant carbohydrate in milk, can also 
be quite difficult to digest, evidenced by the large amount of 
lactose-intolerant people. Lactose intolerance is different from 
having a milk allergy, as the allergy is largely driven through 
casein. Yogurt and kefir, which are fermented dairy products, 
should be used only by those who are free from GI symptoms 
and who do not have any sensitivity to dairy.

3. Soy: Soy contains protease inhibitors. Protease is an en-
zyme used by the body to break down proteins. So, when we 
consume soy, we are consuming compounds that are blunting 
digestion. Soy also contains carbohydrates that are not recognized 
by the human GI tract, so they remain entirely whole and undi-
gested. When these large, undigested molecules hit the small 
intestine (which likes everything broken down as small as pos-
sible) gas, bloating and cramps are the result. Consumed over 
time, soy will generate an inflammatory response in the small 

inflammation and helps soothe the GI tract. People with inflam-
matory bowel disease, colitis and colorectal cancer should take 
both curcumin and turmeric. Curcumin is a piece of turmeric, 
and is more readily absorbed into the bloodstream. Turmeric 
stays in the intestine, coating it and reducing inflammation there. 
In this way, you get a one-two punch against inflammation. 
Curcumin helps your body make antioxidants, in addition to 
being a potent antioxidant itself. It is great for immune function, 
brain health and reducing musculoskeletal aches and pains.

9. Artichokes/Sunchokes: These foods are one of the richest 
sources of prebiotics. Prebiotics are fibers and small, short fatty 
acids that feed your beneficial bacteria. Our beneficial bacteria 

do so many great things for us, we want to keep them as happy 
as possible!

10. Okra: In addition to being downright tasty, okra contains 
compounds that coat and soothe the GI tract. You will notice that 
okra makes an appearance in many GI health supplemental 
formulas. Okra’s slippery quality is what makes it such a balm 
for the gastrointestinal system.

 
These foods support the gastrointestinal system by building 

it up, nourishing it, providing and energy source, decreasing 
inflammation, and supporting beneficial bacterial health. 

Top Ten WORST
Foods for Digestive Health
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intestine. Fermented soy is a different character and does not fall 
in the same category as processed soy products like tofu, soy 
milk, soy sprinkles, soy meat and cheese and soy proteins. Fer-
mented soy products include miso and soy sauce and are OK to 
use.

4. Sugar: The food that needs no introduction, sugar, wreaks 
havoc on the GI system primarily through three drivers: suppress-
ing immune function, feeding pathogenic bacteria and yeasts in 
the gut, and generating inflammation. Sugar is a very broad 
category and refers to high sugar foods or processed sugar foods 
as well, such as cakes, candies, cookies, granola, dry cereal, 
bagels, crackers, etc. People with candida overgrowth, IBS, IBD 
and Celiac disease would be best served curbing sugar intake 
drastically until they were in a stable place with their symptoms.

5. Beans/Legumes: Beans and legumes contain compounds 
in them called lectins and saponins. These compounds exacerbate 
leaky gut, keeping up the cycle of inflammation and immune 
stimulation. Their carbohydrates are enormously difficult to di-
gest, as evidenced by the popularity of products like Bean-o.

6. Nightshade Vegetables: The nightshades include tomatoes, 
white potatoes, eggplant and bell pepper. They are part of the 
Solanaceae botanical family, and contain a variety of compounds, 
including solanine, that can exacerbate leaky gut and also de-
crease cellular energy in the intestines. People with GI compro-
mise should avoid the nightshade family of vegetables until they 
complete a full gut restoration program.

7. Fake Fats/Trans Fats: In addition to being very difficult to 
digest, which can spark symptoms of gas, bloating, cramps and 
loose stools (has anyone seen the commercial for Olean?), these 
fats inhibit optimal nutrient absorption by speeding up the intes-

tines. Trans fats also make cells and membranes more rigid, which 
decreases cellular communication and fluidity.

8. Fake Sweeteners: The major GI symptom caused by fake 
sweeteners is gas and bloating. Many dieters will swap to “sugar 
free” versions of their favorite candies and sweets to find a slew 
of digestive problems they never had before. These are best used 
sparingly, if at all.

9. Gums and thickeners: Guar gum, xantham gum and 
carageenan have all been shown to cause colitis in mice models. 
People that have colitis and inflammatory bowel disease should 
avoid these compounds. If you have been on an elimination diet, 
or have swapped cow milk for a milk alternative and are still 
having GI symptoms, check the ingredient label for gums.

10. Red Dye: Red dye is inflammatory, disrupts nerve signal-
ing, decreases energy production and output, and is directly 
toxic to cells. You'd be surprised at how many foods contain red 
dye, including cerals, cookies, many beverages, prepared 
sauces and more.

 
Did any of these foods surprise you?

Written by Jillian Teta, ND, who is a 
medically trained naturopathic doctor, 
practicing at the Naturopathic Health 
Clinic of NC in Winston-Salem.  Got gut 
problems? You'll want to LIKE her at 
Facebook.com/FixYourDigestion or fol-
low her blog: www.FixYourDigestion.
com.  For an appointment, call 336-724-
4452. See ad on page 14.
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Ah the joys of the holidays are upon 
us. Do you ever feel more stress 
than joy some days this time of the 

year? Worried about what to give kids who 
have every toy ever made, or teenagers 
who are, to say the least, hard to buy for?  
If you’re like me, the holidays are both 
joyous and stressful. You’re anxious to see 
family happy and hoping you’ve found just 
the right gift for everyone. I’ve been known 
to pull out the presents I’d bought through-
out the year to inventory who was getting 
what and making sure I was happy with 
my stash. This was especially challenging 
for my nephews who had more toys than 
anyone I knew. Grandparents can proba-
bly relate to my dilemma. 

Well, here’s an idea for anyone in this 
situation. For younger children, consider 
giving a less expensive gift to open and 
then taking the rest of what you planned 
to spend and contributing that money to 
an education account. You still get the 
pleasure of watching faces light up while 
wrapping paper flies through the air like 
confetti. Even better, you help your grand-
child, niece, nephew, etc pay for college 
later in life. Okay, you won’t get the same 
level of excitement for this one, but it can 
make you feel good about it.

For relatives in their early teens, you 
can do something similar, although you’re 
likely to get more eye-rolls than excite-
ment. You might want to combine a “con-
trolled” shopping excursion with the edu-
cation gift. As the cost of a college educa-
tion continues to climb, many grandpar-
ents are stepping in to help. This trend is 
expected to continue as baby boomers 
become grandparents and start gifting 

what’s predicted to be trillions of dollars 
over the coming decades. Helping to pay 
for a grandchild’s college education can 
bring great personal satisfaction.

A common way to help with college 
costs is to make an outright gift of cash or 
securities. But this method has drawbacks. 
If you gift the money directly to your 
grandchild, he or she might spend it on 
something other than college. Unfortu-
nately for students, a social life is not 
considered an education expense for this 
purpose! You also need to be aware of 
potential gift tax or generation-skipping 
transfer tax consequences. Another draw-
back to outright gifts is that a gift becomes 
an asset of the student, and the federal 
government treats student assets more 
harshly than parent assets for financial aid 
purposes. 

There are several types of options 
available for grandparents to consider. 
Some education plans allow the money to 
grow tax deferred and withdrawals used 
for the beneficiary’s qualified education 
expenses can be tax-free at the state and 
federal level. Specifically, there are some 
caveats that apply to tax-free distributions 

$
Gifts for Now & Later

that you should be aware of. 
Is this too good to be true?  Yes, there 

are plenty of things to consider when 
opening any type of account. You should 
always consider the investment objectives, 
risks, charges and expenses associated 
with any account before investing. Also, 
you will want to speak with your tax pre-
parer concerning possible state tax benefits 
prior to opening an account. Even though 
you are giving to your grandchild, you can 
get multiple benefits too. Explore all op-
tions. They won’t be gift-wrapped and 
waiting under the tree, but every bit 
counts.

If the words of warning above concern 
you, or if you have a grandchild already 
in college, here’s one last option to discuss. 
You could pay the college directly. Under 
federal law, tuition payments made di-
rectly to a college aren’t considered tax-
able gifts, no matter how large the pay-
ment. But this is true only for tuition – 
room and board, books, fees, equipment 
and other similar expenses don’t qualify. 
So, what’s the drawback in this situation?  
Colleges will often reduce a student’s fi-
nancial aid by the amount of the grandpar-
ent’s payment. If your contribution will 
adversely affect your grandchild’s financial 
aid package, another option is to give the 
money to your grandchild after graduation 
to help pay off student loans. 

So as the holidays pass and homes 
return to the normal chaos, you can reflect 
on events differently this year. You 
“wowed” your family with gifts for now 
– presents for the present – and you have 
started gifts for the future. Whose gifts?  
Yours of course!  On graduation day, it will 
be like the holidays all over again. 

Cameron Aydlett, CFP®, ChFC® is a Finan-
cial Planner with Triad Financial Advisors, 
333 N. Greene St., Ste 506, Greensboro, 
NC  27401, www.trifiadv.com,  She can 
be reached at 336-230-0071 or caydlett@
trifiadv.com.

As individual circumstances vary, 
please consult a professional regarding all 
college savings decisions.

Investment advisory services offered through 
Triad Financial Advisors, Inc. a Registered Invest-
ment Advisor. Securities offered through Royal Al-
liance Associates, Inc., member FINRA/SIPC and 
not affiliated with Triad Financial Advisors. 
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 Heavy metal questionnaire at:  

http://www.vaughanintegrative.com/forms/Heavy_Metals_Questionnaire.pdf

What’s Hiding Inside You?   
HeavY Metals

like aluminum, arsenic, Cadmium, lead, and Mercury
are directly related to significant health Issues including:

 
Coronary artery Disease
Peripheral vascular Disease
Memory loss
Parkinson’s Disease
asthma & allergies
Multiple Sclerosis

1 out of 4 people may develop 
mercury toxicity from their silver fillings.

Autism
Polycystic Ovary Syndrome
Chronic Fatigue
Fibromyalgia
Premature Menopause/andropause
Infertility

Is Your Body Toxic with 
Heavy Metals?

Find out with a Urine Toxic Metal Test!
We will test you for 20 toxic metals that are commonly 

overlooked as the cause of illness. If your body is polluted, 
we will custom design a treatment plan to flush out the toxins 

and bring your body back into balance.

Schedule your Urine Toxic Metal Test by January. 17, 2013 
and pay only $275.00 (That’s a savings of more than $120!)
*Some restrictions apply. Call 336.808.3627 x. 13 for details.
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The air we breathe is critical to our 
health and well being. While we 
frequently focus on the air quality 

in our outdoor environment we often 
overlook the importance of a healthy 
breathing environment within our homes.  
According to airinfonow.com, “On aver-
age, people take 24,000 breaths each day.  
Each minute we breathe about 2 gallons 
of air.  That's close to 3,000 gallons in one 
day!” When you consider the typical per-
son spends the majority of his or her life 
indoors it becomes clear that we need to 
be looking closely at the air quality within 
the walls of our homes.

There are several factors that affect a 
home’s air quality, including off gassing 
from materials and finishes used during 
construction, the ventilation and filtration 

A HeAltHy Home

On average, people take 24,000 breaths each day.  
We breathe about 2 gallons of air each minute

That's close to 3,000 gallons in one day

of air, and this article’s focus: the moisture 
levels within the home.

Moisture is a key ingredient for sus-
taining mold growth. By allowing moisture 
inside a dwelling, we invite mold to grow, 
which can become airborne in the form of 
spores, and in turn diminish the air qual-
ity inside our homes. While mold spores 
are commonly found in the air, it is the 
active growth of mold that elevates the 
spore levels in the air to a point in which 
they can negatively impact our health.

Moisture in a home can come from a 
number of sources. Most often these 
sources are leaks in the building envelope, 
leaks in the plumbing system, inadequate 
dehumidification and insufficient ventila-
tion.

Imagine your life without 
the burden of your past 

or the anxiety about 
your future...

               I can help.

RMT, CBP, Par BP, BCC
Donna Burick

Board Certified Holistic Life Coach
Energy Therapist

Advanced BodyTalk Practitioner

CALL TODAY for your 
FREE 15 minute consultation

336-540-0088
donna@donnaburick.com

www.donnaburick.com
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Undetected leaks in the building en-
velope are breeding grounds for mold 
colonies. These leaks often appear in roofs, 
around windows and doors and in crawl 
spaces and basements. Yearly inspections 
of your home provide a good pro-active 
strategy in preventing moisture infiltration. 
This inspection should include observing 
your attic while it is raining, observing 
your crawl space floor for puddling, and 
doing a thorough examination of the ex-
terior of your home, including making sure 
your gutters are clean, checking the caulk-
ing around windows and doors and seeing 
that the ground around your foundation 
pitches away from your house.

While few people would argue that 
we are better off without indoor plumbing, 
it is the introduction of water into the 
home that has become one of the major 
causes of unintended mold growth in 
households today. Many homes with poor 
indoor air quality frequently have their 
problems traced back to plumbing leaks. 
These may be slow drips behind walls or 
larger plumbing failures pouring substan-
tial quantities of water inside your living 
space. These areas should be dried thor-

oughly and immediately. Make sure that 
the places you cannot readily see also 
receive your attention. If you have any 
visible mold growth, or suspicion of mold 
growth behind walls you should address 
removing the mold immediately. 

Heating and air conditioning equip-
ment can be another source for high levels 
of moisture in your home. According to 
www.toolbase.org “Oversized cooling 
systems can result in poor dehumidifica-
tion. Although the system lowers the 
temperature quickly, it does not run long 
enough to dehumidify the home. Experts 
agree that abnormally high indoor humid-
ity conditions contribute to poor air qual-
ity and may create conditions for mold 
growth.” If you feel this is an issue in your 
home, consult with a licensed HVAC con-
tractor. 

A large amount of moisture is gener-
ated in kitchens and baths. Hoods are 
installed over ranges and fans are usually 
placed in bathrooms. It is important to 
make sure that these fans are drawing suf-
ficient air and are venting to the outside 
of your home. Energy Star requirements 

include bath fans that pull a minimum of 
50 cfm (cubic feet per minute) and kitchen 
fans that pull a minimum of 100 cfm. 
Proper installation of the ductwork of these 
fans is critical for these devices to work to 
their potential. Pinching and elbowing of 
the ductwork can significantly diminish 
the effectiveness of these valuable mois-
ture removers. It is important to note the 
obvious that no matter how powerful a fan 
may be it requires our efforts to make sure 
it gets turned on. There are motion detec-
tor/timer operated switches available for 
fans that can greatly increase the oppor-
tunity for removal of moisture in these 
critical locations. 

Though we do not view indoor air in 
the same way we see the beauty of a new 
kitchen or a remodeled bath, we need to 
realize the value of this critical and often 
overlooked aspect of our everyday envi-
ronment. 

Submitted by Gary Silverstein of ERS (En-
ergy Reduction Specialists of NC). For 
more information, visit www.ERSofNC.
com, or call 336-643-9199 for your home 
energy assessment. See ad on page 40.
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       LIVING without LIMITS

Since moving back to North Carolina, 
I have been truly blessed and amazed 
at the incredible entrepreneurs with 

whom I've have met and collaborated. 
These folks have come from a variety of 
industry backgrounds including the FBI, 
pulpit, pharma, sales training, personal 
development, coaching, business develop-
ment, and many others. 

As I was considering the content for 
this month’s article, I wanted to get these 
individuals’ perspectives on how they have 
become so successful and how they have 
successfully persisted through failure and 
setbacks. Their responses, as you will read, 
are profound and wise. Whereas others 
might have given up when obstacles 
seemed too difficult for breakthrough, the 
individuals you will read about below 
knew failure was just part of the success 
equation. They actually associated failure 
as a requirement for success and by taking 
risks and learning from such failure, they 
bounced back each and every time and 
accomplished more. 

Mistakes are lessons of wisdom.
You only lose when you 
lose the lesson and quit.

Lin Jordan has an impressive-yet-
classified background from the FBI and 
now enjoys connecting and supporting 
business entrepreneurs. He’s a pay-it-for-
ward gentleman that I deeply respect. 
About failure, Lin believes "failure is a state 
of mind that is chosen rather than assigned. 
If you must, define failure as a temporary 
detour leading to success." Lin finds the 
lyrics to Sarah McLachlan’s song, Just 
Another Ordinary Miracle Today, to be a 
great motivational resource:

“When you wake up everyday
Please don't throw your dreams away

Hold them close to your heart
Cause we are all a part of the 

ordinary miracle”

~ Sarah McLachlan

How to Bounce Back From
FAILURE

3349 Winterbell Dr. • Burlington
(only 20 minutes from Four Seasons Mall)

336.212.0159 • lcash2@triad.rr.com

Linda Gail Cash, LPC
Therapy for individuals, families, couples

“In the midst of diffi culty lies opportunity.”
Albert Einstein

lindagailcashlpc.com

Another mentor and friend having an 
incredible perspective on leadership and 
failure is Rich Gorman, owner of the re-
nowned Sandler Training in Raleigh, North 
Carolina. In 1990, Rich remembers read-
ing a book by Robert Schuler titled Success 
Is Never Ending, Failure Is Never Final.  For 
him, the book was life-changing and put 
him on a path of personal growth that still 
continues today. Through that journey Rich 
realized that “failure is a prerequisite for 
sustainable success. Everyone fails. We 
can choose to look at failure as a negative 
experience, or we can choose to look at it 
as a learning experience with lessons to 
guide us on what needs to be changed in 
order to achieve our desired result.”

 Rich continued, “the ability to learn 
from our failures is what allows the top 
performer to move forward and grow. If, 
on the other hand, we only see our failures 
as a reflection of our limitations, we will 
never use them as leverage to move for-
ward and improve future performance. At 
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“One of the secrets of life is to make 
stepping stones out of stumbling 
blocks.” ~  Jack Penn

“Our greatest glory is not in never fall-
ing, but in rising every time we fall.” 
~  Confucius

“Success does not consist in never 
making mistakes but in never making 
the same one a second time.” 
~ George Bernard Shaw

I cannot agree more with my friends 
who have shared their thoughtful perspec-
tives on how essential failure actually is to 
the success equation. I know that sounds 
odd, but failure is simply part of life in 
many ways. Unfortunately, many people 
never pursue their innermost desires or 
achieve their full potential because they 

Sandler, we recognize failure as a positive 
experience that gives us freedom to try 
new things, to be creative, and to move 
beyond our comfort zone.”

When I asked Rich about how he 
helps people move from a mindset of feel-
ing like a failure to accepting failure for 
success, he replied with the following 
thoughts. “Accepting this concept intel-
lectually is easy. However, dealing with 
failure emotionally is quite difficult.  The 
ability to positively deal with failure re-
quires the ability to separate your role 
performance from your self-esteem and 
your self-worth. People with a healthy 
self-esteem are able to more easily grow 
as a result of failure. If dealing with failure 
is difficult for a person, we typically work 
to bolster self-esteem. That process takes 
work but is certainly manageable.”

Incredible perspective from Rich – 
wise, very wise. His Sandler Training 
philosophy is spot on.

Becky Sansbury is a former chaplain 
and has an amazingly calm-yet-enthusias-
tic persona. She is an expert in adapting 
to crisis situations and finding resiliency 

during times of significant trauma. Becky 
shared the following thought with me, 
“Did you ever notice how shocked we are 
when we fail at something, as if perfection 
should be our assumed constant level of 
achievement? That belief makes us brittle, 
breakable, and more likely to fail. Recog-
nizing temporary failure as a natural pos-
sibility on the continuum of success makes 
us flexible, resilient, and more likely to 
succeed.  Ironic, isn’t it?

My friend Steve Hand coordinates all 
the Business Network International (BNI) 
chapters. When it comes to business net-
working, Steve is a guru. When I asked 
Steve for feedback about his perspective 
on bouncing back from failure, he shared 
several quotes that he lives by and believes 
in:

“Anyone who has never made a mis-
take has never tried anything new.”
~ Albert Einstein

“Experience is simply the name we 
give our mistakes.” ~  Oscar Wilde

“Failure is a detour, not a dead-end 
street.” ~  Zig Ziglar

“I’d rather be a failure at something I 
love than a success at something I 
hate.” ~  George Burns

The ability to learn from failure
is what allows you to 

move forward and grow

"Anyone who has never made a mistake
has never tried anything new."

Albert Einstein
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are afraid of failure and are even more afraid of looking like a 
failure. Yet now we know that failure is a requirement for success 
in many ways!

Most people assume success only results from taking the 
correct actions and never making any mistakes. As this article 
points out though, we should be continually reminded we can 
learn just as much, if not more, from failure’s ‘teachable moments’ 
and picking ourselves back up one more time. What matters is 
not how many times we fall down, rather, it is how many times 
we pick ourselves up. In fact, I prefer the following quote even 
better: “It is not how many times we fall down that matters, it is 
how high we BOUNCE when we do fall down!” 

Question: What would you do right now, if you knew you 
would not fail? 

(Do not continue reading until you reflect 
on an answer to that question!)

What is keeping you from taking action towards this goal? 
Is it fear of failure in some way? Are you afraid of not being suc-
cessful or afraid of not having enough, time, money, or support 
from someone else? Perhaps you are not comfortable with leav-
ing your current comfort zone? 

This fear has likely been keeping you in status quo, whether 
you have realized it or not. 

Another question: Are you happy with where your life is right 
now? If you had a magic wand, would there be any changes 

you would like to make? 

Likely, the answer is YES. Even for me, there are changes I 
want, need, and EXPECT to make. For you, I think it is time for 
a new way of thinking – a positive change. I feel for you, without 
even knowing you, that it is time for you to ‘think differently’ 
about fear and failure, and to start envisioning the success you 
will shortly have in your life because you are no longer afraid to 
take action. 

You can accomplish anything you set your mind to, yet YOU 
have to make the cognitive choice to get out of life what you 
expect from it. No one else is going to do that for you. And if fear 
of failure has been holding you back, one of the first steps you 
must take is to associate this fear of failure as a requirement for 
success! Even if you do make a mistake or fail in some capacity, 
associate this failure as an essential element for living your dream 
and achieving goals. Simply learn as much as you can from it. 
Now that is an incredible feeling and it is possible to condition 
your thinking accordingly!

It will take effort to change this neuro-association and it most 
likely will not happen overnight. It will take time. But like a tod-
dler learning to walk, you can, and need to, take baby steps to 
change this mental focus. And even if you fall down and feel like 
you cannot continue, you have to force yourself to try again and 
again – and even then again. 

Remember, it’s not how many times you fall, it is how many 
times you bounce back up even wiser. You simply just realized 
a way your approach would not work – and for that, be grateful.

To Your Current and Future Success!

Dr. Kevin Snyder is a motivational speaker and author with a 
passion for helping individuals take action to lead successful and 
fulfilling lives. He is also an On-Call Faculty member with the 
Center for Creative Leadership (CCL) and is the Co-Founder of 
Inspir-Active Solutions, an organization specializing in developing 
custom-based keynotes, leadership development seminars, and 
life coaching services to ignite personal motivation and peak 
performance. Kevin is also the author of several books including 
“Think Differently”, “Leading The Way,” “Success is Never 
Paved!”, and “Ten Keys to Extraordinary Leadership.” His website 
is www.InspirActiveSolutions.com where you can download free 
motivational resources, sample soundtracks from his new instru-
mental music CD, and Ebooks. Kevin can be reached at Kevin@
InspirActiveSolutions.com 
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Every year I look forward to the holidays…to the family 
gatherings, the hope of snow, the carols on the radio, the 
lights twinkling up and down the streets. But then, that time 
of year comes around, and I just can’t seem to get into it. 

It’s hard for me to get out of bed, I find myself avoiding my friends, 
I have a hard time concentrating, and all day long I look forward 
to the moment I can crawl back in bed and pull the covers over 
my head.”  Does this sound familiar?  Do you or someone you 
know seem to suffer from the “winter blahs”?  If so, it may actu-
ally be something more severe…Seasonal Affective Disorder 
(SAD). 

Seasonal Affective Disorder is a type of depression that oc-
curs at the same time every year. And while most people who 
suffer from SAD suffer from a winter depression, there are actu-
ally a small number (about 10% of total SAD cases) of people 
who suffer from summer depression. Overall, it is estimated that 
half a million people suffer from SAD every year. Of those people 
suffering, 3 out of 4 are women, with symptoms usually surfacing 
for the first time somewhere between 18 and 30 years of age. 

Cause of Seasonal Affective Disorder
What causes SAD? Good question!  Little is known about 

what causes this seasonal depression, but there are some good 
theories out there. It seems that our body’s natural circadian 
rhythm (our biological clock) gets thrown off a little bit when the 
days get shorter and stay darker longer. This change, for some 
people, can lead to feelings of depression. Another factor is that 
reduced exposure to sunlight can cause a drop in our body’s 
serotonin levels. Since serotonin is a chemical in our brain that 
affects mood, this may also lead to feelings of depression. A third 
factor is that the change in seasons can disrupt the balance of a 
natural hormone in our body called melatonin. Melatonin plays 
a role in our sleep patterns and our moods, so when this hormone 
gets out of balance, so can our sleep patterns and our moods. 

Symptoms of Seasonal Affective Disorder
If you suffer from SAD with a winter onset, you will probably 

start to notice some symptoms beginning around October or 
November, and then going away around March or April. How-
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Tips to manage mild
 Seasonal Affective Disorder:

• Keep moving-look for activi-
ties that you enjoy; exercise can 
help give you a boost of “happy 
hormones”

• Stay social-friends can offer 
great support and entertainment 
to keep you mentally refreshed

• Stick to your schedule-your 
internal clock is adjusting,  help 
it along by keeping a consistent 
sleep and wake schedule

• Get enough sleep, but not too 
much-make sure that you are 
getting enough sleep to feel 
rested, but if you notice that you 
are sleeping more than usual, 
that can also lead to feelings of 
depression

• Go for a morning walk-the 
exercise is good, but the expo-
sure to the morning sun is even 
better!  

• Eat a healthy diet-make sure 
that you don’t have significant 
changes in your eating habits

• Watch for red flags-if your 
depression is getting worse, 
recognize it and seek help from 
a professional 

ever, if you suffer from SAD with a summer 
onset, you will probably start to notice some 
symptoms beginning around June or July. 
Some common symptoms to look out for 
include:

• Feelings of hopelessness
• Increased appetite and weight gain
• Increased sleep
• Low energy level
• Difficulty concentrating
• Loss of interest in activities that you once 
enjoyed
• Sluggish movements
• Withdrawing from social interaction
• Irritability
• Decreased sexual desire
• Unhappiness

Symptoms of Seasonal Affective Disorder 
can often resemble and be confused with 
other medical issues such as hypothyroidism, 
hypoglycemia, infectious mononucleosis, and 
other viral infections. Because of this, it is 
important to look for patterns that may occur 
with the times of year that you are having 
symptoms.

What should I do if I think I have SAD?
If you have very mild symptoms, try some 

of the tips listed for managing mild symptoms 
of Seasonal Affective Disorder. However, if 
you notice that the symptoms are impacting 
your daily living, then you need to seek help 
from a professional. 

There are several treatment options for 
individuals who may be suffering from SAD. 
A common treatment is called “light therapy” 
and involves being exposed to fluorescent 
lights in order to give your body the “sunlight” 
that it needs. However, not just any light will do and, just as with 
any medication, there are different doses that are recommended 
for different people. The intensity of the light that is used, the 
amount of time per day that you spend being exposed to the light, 
and the time of day that you are exposed to the light all depend 
on the individual person. Therefore, it is important that you work 

with a health care provider or therapist with 
experience working with SAD to determine 
the “prescription” that is right for you.

Another treatment option for individuals 
suffering from SAD is psychotherapy. Al-
though some of the symptoms seem to be 
related to brain chemistry, your mood and 
behavior can also add to the symptoms. A 
therapist can help you identify that you are 
suffering from SAD, and can help you learn 
ways to cope with this disorder and manage 
the stress associated. They can also help you 
identify and change negative thoughts that 
may be making you feel worse. A therapist 
can also help you develop an on-going plan 
for preparing for the onset of symptoms, 
recognizing when you are having symptoms, 
and minimizing the impact of those symp-
toms on your daily life.

Medication is another treatment option 
for individuals who have severe symptoms. 
Antidepressants can be used to treat the 
symptoms of SAD. In this case, you should 
work with your doctor or psychiatrist to iden-
tify what time of year symptoms typically start 
for you and when they typically end. You 
should also keep in mind that it may take 
several weeks to notice full benefits from an 
antidepressant and that you may have to try 
different medications before finding the one 
that works best for you. 

So, if you find yourself in the middle of 
the “winter blahs” or an irritable grump every 
summer, consider that you may suffer from 
Seasonal Affective Disorder. The good news 
is that you don’t have to suffer through it 
every year and you can look forward to and 
enjoy the season!  

Written by Jennifer Cobb, MSW, LCSW, a LIcensed Clinical Social 
worker since 1999. She works with children, adults and families 
at her private therapy practice, Guilford Counseling, PLLC, which 
is located at 422 Battleground Ave. in Greensboro. For an ap-
pointment, call 336-337-5469 or email guilfordcounseling@gmail.
com. Visit www.GuilfordCounseling.com for more information. 
See ad on page 3.
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Well, here we finally are, Decem-
ber 2012. While I do not be-
lieve it is the end of the world, 

I do believe that it can be the end of your 
old world. Now is a perfect time to step 
out of your old patterns and step into a 
new world filled with fun, abundance, joy 
and love. One of the best ways to do that 
is to lighten up!

Blessed are the Children…
For some reason as we age we seem 

to lose the play gene. Just spend any time 
around a group of children; as they play 
together they go through lots of stages, 
even conflict, but they always get back to 
center because their need to be happy is 
much more powerful than their need to be 
right. It is a great lesson for us all.

So this holiday season why not ask 
yourself, “If this was my last December, 
how would I like to live it?” And I suspect 
the answer would be some version of hav-
ing more fun. So in the spirit of play, we 
are going to craft some fantasy/imagination 
games you can play this season to make 
your life more fun.

Our level of fun lies in our ability to 
tap into our imagination. Using this tool 
effectively can transform almost any situ-
ation into one that amuses us rather than 
annoys or upsets us. So get ready to flex 
your pretend muscles as we dive into a 
world colored by make-believe.

Holiday stressors abound, but I am 
going to use the most tried and true one, 
the big family dinner, as an example of 

how you can employ your imagination to 
change your experience. Here are three 
scenarios to explain this process:

You’re Going to the Family Dinner 
Wearing a Magic Coat

Perhaps every time you get around 
your Mom she is critical of you, so of 
course you dread the family dinner. You 
know you will have hours of her comments 
chipping away at your choices, your hair, 
your relationship status, etc. Well, this year 
go to dinner wearing a magic coat. Before 
you get to the event pretend you are step-
ping into a full body magic coat. Not a 
coat of invisibility, but rather a coat of 
protection. Zip up your coat knowing that 
it will be an absolute barrier between you 
and your Mom’s negativity. Only her love 
and acceptance can come through. Every-
thing else bounces off of you as if you were 
covered in rubber.

Turn People into Animals
Maybe at your family gathering your 

brother and your Dad always get into a 
fight and it is very stressful for you. Instead 
of suffering through, imagine them as 
whichever animal they remind you of. As 
they get into their discussion, see them as 
the two animals, not fighting but rather 
squawking and barking at each other. 
Amuse yourself with the sight of two dif-
ferent species of animals trying to com-
municate. This will disengage you from the 
stress and allow you to have a fun, wonder-
ful holiday dinner.

make your Holidays magical
“Christmas 

renews our youth
by stirring our wonder. 

The capacity for wonder has
been called our most pregnant 

human faculty, for in it are born our art, 
our science, our religion.” ~ Ralph W. Sockman 

Pull an Alice in Wonderland, but Instead 
of Growing Big Shrink Everyone Else

If your stressor is the big family dinner 
table where everyone is bickering or com-
plaining, then pull out a mental magic 
wand and shrink everyone to about 10 
years old. See them with bows in their hair 
and their short pants on, just as if they were 
children. From this perspective you can 
look at them with such compassion; after 
all, what pain and suffering these little 
children must feel to be this miserable as 
adults. By being able to change your per-
spective you can interact with them from 
a grownup vantage point.

The Recipe for a 
Magical Holiday Season

Locate a stressor you have. Then imag-
ine you have a magic wand or a spell book 
or magic tools and create a solution that 
works for you. Play with it until it feels right 
and go have fun.

December 2012 can be the end of 
your old patterns. Step into 2013 with an 
attitude of playfulness and excitement. 
Start early now and avoid the holiday rush!

Are you looking to move forward in your 
life? Donna can help. She custom blends 
her holistic life coaching with powerful 
energy therapies to create quick, lasting 
shifts. Call her today ay 336-540-0088. 
Visit her webiste, donnaburick.com. Email 
donna@donnaburick.com for more infor-
mation. See ad on page 22.

“Christmas waves a magic wand over this world, 
and behold, 

everything is softer and more beautiful.” 
Norman Vincent Peale 

       LIVINGwell
by Donna Burick
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Dear Dr. Wiggy,
I write this to you as I sit awake at 2am. I used to be able 

to sleep like a rock but each year it seems to be getting worse 
and worse. Now, after just turning 50 it seems near impossible 
to fall asleep and stay asleep. I would do anything to be able to 
get a good night's sleep. Do you have any useful tips or sugges-
tions to help catch some Z’s?

Thanks,
Becky

Hi Becky,

Thank you for your question. There is nothing more power-
ful than a good night’s sleep. There is also nothing more frustrat-
ing than not being able to sleep well. This is a frequent complaint 
that I hear at the office and something that is very rewarding to 
correct.

Sleep is a complicated process and it often requires a com-
bination of things in order to improve overall sleep quality. Sleep 
is a time that our bodies use to repair and regenerate. Without 
restful sleep our bodies age more rapidly and our energy dissi-
pates. 

Traditional medicine typically approaches sleep issues by 
prescribing powerful sedatives like Ambien or Lunesta that work 
more or less by knocking you out. There are several problems 
with such an approach:  

1. They may help you sleep more hours but they don’t re-
ally improve the quality of the sleep. 

2. They are very habit forming and with prolonged use 
people can become dependent on them. 

3. Probably most worrisome, there is recent documented 
association with the use of these medications and the increased 
rate of death. Individuals that used these medications, even once 
in a while, were about 4 times more likely to die than those that 
did not. They also had an increased risk of cancer compared to 
controls.

So, if  powerful, prescription medications are not the answer 
then what can one do?  Here is my 5 step, integrative approach 
that has made a world of difference for many patients’ sleep 
quantity and quality.

1. Exercise during the day:  People that work out during the 
day use up more energy and this helps prepare the body to rest 
and repair at night. When really tired, this can be difficult but 
even something as simple as going for a walk can help.

2. Eat right in the evening:  Avoid meals that are heavy in car-

       ASK Dr. Wiggy 

We invite you to submit your health-related questions to Dr. Weston (Wiggy) Saunders
at AskDrWiggy@NaturalTriad.com. Based on space, he will answer your questions 

here in the magazine or on WXII-12 News Mornings! 
(Your name or any other identifying information will not be made public.)

bohydrates and low in protein. It is important to get enough 
protein in the evening because protein helps maintain steady 
blood sugar throughout the night. Conversely, carbohydrate 
dense meals cause a rapid rise and fall in blood sugar. When 
blood sugar plummets the body starts pumping out cortisol, 
epinephrine, and norepinephrine to raise blood sugar. This 
cocktail of chemicals leaves you feeling wired and alert, not 
what you want when trying to fall asleep. Some people find 
that eating a little fat, like a teaspoon of peanut butter, also 
helps them stay asleep.

3. No computer or TV time after 8pm. When you spend a lot 
of time in front of a screen your brain perceives that it is still 
daytime and therefore, not time for bed. Try to limit the amount 
of artificial light especially in the evening. If you read before 
bed do not use a bright light (don’t worry you will not go blind).

LovingSense 
Aromatherapy, LLC

dba Loving Scents   &   Scents-ible Solutions

Therapeutic Grade Essential Oils & Aromatherapy Supplies
Specialty Blends for Individuals and Special Populations

Aromatherapy Classes, Lectures, Community Talks
100 Hour Certification Program in Clinical Aromatherapy

Personalized Consultations (by appointment)

1203-F Brandt Street • Greensboro, NC  27407
336.294.7727

GreatSense@LovingScents.com

www.LovingScents.com

It makes GreatSense 
to spend your 

Aromatherapy cents on 
Scents-ible Solutions
by LovingSense at 

www.LovingScents.com
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Dr. Weston "Wiggy" Saunders is an Integrative and Functional 
Medicine Physician at Robinhood Integrative Health in Winston-
Salem. Please call 336-768-3335 for an appointment.  See ad on 
page 26.

Dr. Wiggy can be seen at 6:45am Tuesdays and Thursdays on 
WXII-12 News Mornings.

Please send your questions to 
AskDrWiggy@NaturalTriad.com

4. Try some brain calming supplements:
a. Lithium aspartate
b. Valerian root
c. Melatonin
d. Magnesium glycinate

I encourage my patients to experiment with the combination 
and doses of these supplements until they find the combination 
that works for them. Often, people taking Melatonin and Mag-
nesium are not taking nearly enough. For example some 
people require 15mg of Melatonin and 1600mg of Magnesium. 
However, these doses should only be attempted under the 
supervision of a physician.

5. Make sure your hormones are in balance.  Women that are 
in perimenopause / menopause are almost always Progesterone 
deficient. In a lot of cases this can be the missing link to satis-
fying sleep. Progesterone, when taken by mouth, converts into 
a metabolite that is a powerful sedative.  I have seen patients 
in tears because they were so grateful to finally get some sleep 
with progesterone supplementation.

Sleep is so important for our overall wellbeing. There are lots 
of things that can help improve sleep and it is important to figure 
out a regimen that works well for you.  Keep in mind, that what 
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works for one person may not work well for another person.  
With some lifestyle changes and the guidance of an integrative 
physician the Sandman will begin visiting you on a regular basis.

Sweet dreams,
Dr. Wiggy
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China’s Sichuan province is an area widely
known for its spicy foods. What many may 
not know (unless you practice Chinese herbal medicine) 

is that Sichuan province is also well regarded for the quality and 
variety of herbs that are grown there. Over 4300 herb varieties 
are grown in Sichuan, cultivated on over 1.4 million acres of 
land. The purchase of Chinese herbal medicine in Sichuan is 
ranked fi rst in China. Sichuan province borders Tibet and is home 
to Chengdu, the fourth largest city in China (14 million people), 
falling only behind Beijing, Shanghai and Chongqing in total 
population. All of these combined factors make Chengdu and 
Sichuan province a remarkable place to study Chinese herbal 
medicine.

In 2011, we had an amazing opportunity to live in Chengdu 
for six months and study Chinese herbal medicine at the Cheng-
du University of Traditional Chinese Medicine, a university and 
teaching hospital (CUTCM). The hospital practitioners there saw 
an average of 3,500 people and distributed 10,000 bags of herbs 
daily, many of which were bags of raw herbs that the patient 
would then take home and cook themselves. The hospital safely 
and effectively creates and distributes tens of thousands of cus-
tomized herbal formulas each week, hundreds of thousand each 
month, and several million each year.

We witnessed herbs, minerals, and animal and insect prod-
ucts (all included in the Chinese materia medica) used in high 
dosages, both independently and in combination with pharma-
ceutical medications, for a broad range of chronic and acute 
health issues. Although, we had both practiced Chinese medicine 
successfully for several years, Andres, as an acupuncturist and 
herbalist, and Michele, as an herbalist, the time in China was, 
for us both, an incredible reminder of how effective (and safe) 
Chinese herbs are for treating many common western diseases.  
We spent time with doctors in both the inpatient (when possible) 
and outpatient departments of gastroenterology, gynecology, 
neurology, endocrinology, osteology, opthamology, pediatrics, 
nephrology, ENT, acupuncture, tuina, oncology, rheumatology, 
andrology, cardiology, and the respiratory department.  These 

departments exclusively used herbs, whereas the acupuncture 
department was a more general clinic. This helps illustrate the 
fact that herbs are considered to be a therapeutic tool better 
suited to addressing complex and diffi cult disorders.  We would 
like to share some of the lessons we learned from this experience 
in this article.                                                                      >>>

Lessons Learned from China:  
A Discussion on the Broad Range of Effectiveness of 

Chinese Herbs and Their Use in China

Editor's Note: In 2011, friends of Natural Triad, 
Michele Collins, RH (AHG), MPH and Andres 
Vergara, L.Ac., M.Ac. spent 6 months living in 
China to study Chinese herbal medicine. They 
recently gave a talk about their expereince at 
the Wake Forest School of Medicine/Natural 
Triad Magazine seminar series. Because it was 
so informative and interesting, I asked them to 
convert that talk into an article for our readers. 
Here's what they sent:

OSTEOPATHIC MANIPULATION 
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 Zach Smith, DO
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Similarities and Differences in the Practice of Chinese 
Medicine in China and the United States

In the United States, acupuncture is likely the first and only 
exposure many people have to Chinese medicine. Acupunctur-
ists are licensed here, and some, may choose to add Chinese 
herbs to their list of therapeutic tools. While it is very rare to find 
someone who practices only herbal medicine in the United States, 
it is the norm in China. In China, herbal medicine is used to treat 
and manage serious health issues, both chronic and acute. Acu-
puncture may also be used as an adjunct therapy, however, 
herbal medicine would be the primary therapy. 

Doctors in China might practice only herbal medicine, as in 
the case of the doctors we studied with who maintained private 
clinics outside the hospital or might practice integrated allo-
pathic and herbal medicine, as in the case of the doctors we 
studied with from the hospital. In addition we spent a significant 
amount of time studying with private doctors who were unaf-
filiated with the hospital and treated their patients solely with 
herbs. These included Dr. Feng, who was invited to Israel because 
his treatments were so effective, including the successful treat-
ment of multiple sclerosis. We also studied with Dr. Jiang, a well 
regarded doctor of herbal medicine who had studied exten-
sively one of 40 living masters of Traditional Chinese Medicine, 
also about whom we partially based a recently published article 
in the Journal of the American Herbalist Guild. Both of these 
doctors were notable in their capacity to produce impressive 
results with a wide range of clients using only herbs.

The doctors trained in both allopathic and herbal medicine 
all specialized in a specific area of care, such as gynecology, 
oncology, or endocrinology, although they would have to be 

prepared to treat a wide variety of conditions with herbs, in ad-
dition to their area of specialty. Because of their training, Chinese 
doctors in the hospital would integrate both allopathic medicine 
and herbal medicine for each patient, deciding who would re-
ceive pharmaceuticals and medical tests and procedures and 
who would receive herbs. Nearly every patient received herbs, 
however, not every patient received pharmaceuticals. 

It is important to note here that Chinese herbal medicine 
differs from the western herbal medicine many are accustomed 
to in the United States, in that herbal formulas, not single herbs 
or extracted herbal constituents, are used. In Chinese medicine, 
herbs are always combined in a formula. Formulas are structured 
to enhance certain effects of the herbs, while minimizing pos-
sible side effects. The doctors we observed also often used Chi-
nese herbs to minimize the side effects of pharmaceuticals that 
any given patient might be taking. 

Another major difference is the volume of patients that Chi-
nese doctors see in their practices. Doctors would see a patient 
every 3-10 minutes in outpatient, averaging as many 40-50 pa-
tients in a four hour morning clinic session. Literally, we would 
watch doctors feel the pulse with one hand and write the herbal 
prescription with the other hand, in a small room with as many 
as 20-25 other patients, students, or family members packed in 
at same time, with a line of waiting patients out the door. In the 
US, we typically spend one hour to 1.5 hours with one client. 

Lessons Learned

Our time in China reiterated and reinforced many important 
lessons for us both about the utility and practicality of Chinese 
herbal medicine. It reaffirmed our confidence and trust to see 
herbal medicine used on such a wide scale. This confidence was 
supported by our observation of many return clients who were 
significantly better with each batch of herbs that they received. 
Below are some key lessons, along with examples from both our 
clinical practice. Please note that the following examples were 
patients that were also under the care of their allopathic doctors 
and often came to us with diagnoses from these doctors. 

Chinese medicine classics contain many herbal formulas 
that can effectively treat common western health issues, like 
kidney issues, lymph issues, respiratory issues, flu and the com-
mon cold, post-nasal drip, digestive issues, eye problems, der-
matological problems, chronic fatigue, various pain disorders 
including fibromyalgia, as well as women’s health issues like 
endometriosis. Recently Andres used a modified version of an 
herbal formula for tonifying the kidneys authored 1800 years 
ago. He used this formula to treat a woman in her late 80s whose 
goal was to stay off of kidney dialysis. Her kidney function was 
at 16% and her doctor told her if her kidney function decreased 
to 15% she would have to be put on dialysis. Using this formula 
her kidney function increased to 26%. This shows one of many 
modern uses of the formulas in these texts which date back 
thousands of years. 

Andres also used some of the knowledge of the classical 
formulas that he learned from the private herbal doctors in 
China to write a formula for an 11 year old girl with severe pso-
riasis down her entire arm. With an internal herbal formula along 
with some topical treatment this affliction was improved to the 
point that her mother now describes her daughter’s skin as being 
as soft as that of a baby. In addition he used herbs for a client 
with an essential tremor who can now write and drink from 
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glasses with minimal tremors where previous to his taking herbs 
this was completely impossible. Yet another example is that of 
his using herbs with acupuncture to successfully treat panic at-
tacks and anxiety. Finally herbs can also be an important treat-
ment along with acupuncture in the treatment of pain. He has 
successfully used herbs with acupuncture to deal with a wide 
variety of pains including back pain, neck pain, shoulder pain, 
headache and migraine pain, hip pain, abdominal pain, frozen 
shoulder, knee pain, ankle pain, hand pain, leg pain, buttocks 
pain, elbow pain. Herbs increase the effectiveness of pain treat-
ments and can often treat pain effectively by themselves, as can 
acupuncture alone. It is also possible to increase efficacy of pain 
treatments when using herbs in combination with acupuncture. 
These are just a few examples that show the wide range of ef-
fectiveness of Chinese herbs. 

Michele recently used a modified version of an 800 year old 
formula to treat chronic fatigue. The female patient who has had 
chronic fatigue for several years has seen excellent results in that 
she has improved energy and stamina, does not get sick as fre-
quently, and when she does get sick she is able to rapidly re-
cover. She also used another modified 800 year old formula to 
treat a woman who is a serious runner with asthma, post-nasal 
drip, and sinus issues who believed she would have to stop run-
ning previous to her herbal intervention. Now she is symptom 
free, off herbs and has an improved running time and increased 
distance thanks to her herbal formula. In a last example, Michele 
used another classical formula, many hundreds of years old, to 
treat a 17 year old with severe menstrual pain, insomnia, and 
anxiety who is now symptom free and off of herbs. This illustrates 
that herbs can effectively resolve long standing and serious health 
issues that affect quality of life. Please note that these clients were 

also under the care of allopathic doctors and often came to us 
with a western diagnosis from a doctor. We always advocate that 
our clients also continue under the care of a doctor. When Chi-
nese medicine and western medicine are combined we find that 
the outcomes are improved.

In conclusion, both our observations in China and our per-
sonal experiences here illustrate that herbs are often useful for 
the treatment of difficult and complex diseases. Chinese medicine 
has the distinct benefit of being grounded in thousands of years 
of empirical and recorded history. Today there is a growing body 
of scientific research showing the effectiveness of Chinese herbs 
and acupuncture to treat a variety of health conditions. 

The Chinese research literature documents the successful 
use of herbs to treat a wide and broad range of health conditions. 
Recent western examples from Australia and the U.S. address 
the effectiveness of herbs in treating women’s health issues and 
pain management. Chinese herbs can be used safely and effec-
tively to treat a wide range of diseases, as well as in conjunction 
with allopathic treatments to enhance the results and to safely 
mitigate the side effects of allopathic pharmaceutical treatments. 
Although not widely known in the US, Chinese herbal medicine 
offers an alternative that can greatly enhance quality of life.

Both Andres Vergara, licensed acupuncturist and herbalist and 
teacher of tai chi and qi gong, and Michele Collins, registered 
clinical herbalist, practice at the Naturopathic Health Clinic in 
Winston Salem, NC and at Awaken Wellness in the town of Elkin, 
NC. Call Andres Vergara, L.Ac, 336-508-1121 or andresfvergara@
gmail.com or Michele Collins RH (AHG), MPH, 336- 624-6727 
or michele@spiritrisingherbs.com.
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As the song goes, “Let there be peace 
on Earth and let it begin with me...
with every step I take, let this be my 

solemn vow...to take each moment and 
live each moment in peace eternally…let 
there be peace on earth…and let it begin 
with me.”

How can we find this elusive peace 
that begins with me in each moment dur-
ing the busy and frantic holiday season? 

A humorous holiday card contains a 
photo of three young children. The photo 
had been taken the previous summer dur-
ing a family beach vacation. Unlike the 
typical seaside photo of smiling, happy, 
hand-holding family members all dressed 
in similar fashion, this photo was of the 
children building a sandcastle.

This castle-building project seemed to 
have met with dissension as all three chil-
dren were pushing and shoving each 
other, faces contorted with anger and sand 
shovels raised in defiance. Upon opening 
the card, the inscription read: “Let There 
Be Peace on Earth!” It was the most men-
tioned card amongst friends that year, as 
everyone could relate to the idea of a 
family vacation with a desire for the fam-
ily peace that eludes us so often. Human-
ity desires peace as a family as well, yet, 
it seems difficult to obtain.

Holiday Peace
Amy Grant’s Christmas Album has a 

poignant song called, I Need a Silent 
Night. She posits in this beautiful song:

I’ve made this same mistake before
Too many malls, too many stores.
December traffic, Christmas rush
It breaks me till I push and shove.
I need a silent night, a holy night,
To hear an angel voice 
through the chaos and the noise.
I need a midnight clear, 
A little peace right here,
To end this crazy day with a silent night.

In whatever faith we adhere to, the 
December holiday season is frequently 
anything but peaceful or silent. For those 
with means, it is a time of searching for 
gifts for people who have all they need – 
and more - in most cases. How can we 
hear our angel’s voice or even our own 
thoughts in the rush perpetuating our pic-
ture perfect holidays?

For many, sadness or loss dominates 
the day and thoughts of the holidays often 
become a burden. They plan and strategize 
as to how to get through the holidays 
without additional pain added to the stress 
they already carry each day. Many have 
experienced job losses and some are hurt 
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by what relatives or friends have said or 
may say next. Still others are trying to 
overcome addictions and they anticipate 
holiday gathering becoming problematic. 

Mindfulness and living in the now 
mean we live in the present moment, not 
worrying about even the next minute, nor 
being depressed about minutes in our past. 
Too, mindfulness means to fill our minds 
with good thoughts, thoughts of peace and 
love, rather than the dizzying pace and 
fears of not selecting the right gift, the right 
foods, the right size, the right anything at 
all. What must we do to obtain that level 
of peace?

Some will not have the Norman Rock-
well type of picture perfect holidays with 
extended family as family members may 
no longer be with us. The idea of perfect 
is what you make of it. And, no matter the 
situation, you can allow peace on earth to 
begin with you. Some people choose to 
serve at soup kitchens, in churches or 
shelters. Giving of themselves truly is a gift 
not only to those served, but to their own 
inner peace and joy, as well.  

Others choose to offer the gift of time 
when funds are short. Offering house-
cleaning services, yard assistance, keeping 
a child so parents can have an evening out, 
visiting nursing homes, volunteering at the 

hospitals, etc. are all gifts of peace during 
this time of chaos, noise and stress. Again, 
giving of oneself is the greatest gift of all 
and does bring the inner peace we de-
sire…the silent night of quiet and inner 
rest. A simple smile is free and needed by 
us all. 

The healing peace we seek does not 
lie outside of us, it truly lies within. It is a 
choice. Just as forgiveness and content-
ment are choices, so is peace.  We just 
have to be willing

“Peace does not mean to be in a place 
where there is no noise, trouble, or hard 
work. It means, in the midst of those, to 

be calm in your heart.” 
(author unknown)

Events, including our losses, grief and 
pain are not the issue; it is what we think 
about them that causes the lack of peace. 
We cannot learn forgiveness unless we are 
betrayed by others; we cannot learn com-
passion unless we have our own pain; and 
we cannot learn empathy unless we have 
felt what others may be feeling. A key to 
inner peace is learning to love what is.  

Those of us old enough to remember 
Red Skelton’s skits about hobos may not 
realize that those were people riding the 

rails seeking work. They had once been 
independent, successful businessmen, 
having lost all they had in the depression. 
They, like so many today, wanted jobs 
desperately. Still, they were proud and 
made lemonade out of lemons by sharing 
the little food they had around a campfire, 
singing, playing a harmonica or fiddle, and 
telling stories to one another. Outwardly 
they had nothing, yet they still had pride 
in who they were - an inner peace!

Notice those who need the gift of 
YOU! There, you will find the peace on 
earth we seek…not only during holidays, 
but all days of our lives. 

Let There be Peace on Earth, and let it 
begin with me.

Are you seeking the opportunity to create 
an inspiring life plan so you can live life 
with passion, clarity and focus? Linda Cash 
can help! She has over 25 years as an 
educator, is a Licensed Professional Coun-
selor in West Burlington (just 20 minutes 
from Four Seasons Mall) and has raised 
four children. For brief therapy in a com-
fortable, private setting, call her at 336-
212-0159, or email her at Lcash2@triad.
rr.com. Visit www.lindagailcashlpc.com for 
further information about her practive. See 
ad on page 24.
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A few weeks ago I was pursuing my 
daily routine of raising my heart 
rate beyond 100 beats-per-minute. 

We have a steep wooded trail just down 
from our house, which I had completed 
and was on the way towards the more 
gentle trail into Bethabara, when I spotted 
a figure darting and bobbing among the 
trees, weeds, bushes and flowers near the 
road. Since it was near the driveway of 
Martha Wood's house, I crossed the street 
to see, and sure enough, it was Martha. 
You may remember her - she served as the 
first (and, so far, only) woman mayor of the 
city, from 1989 through 1997.

That day she was out in the heat (head-
ing for 90 degrees) picking up trash on the 
roadside, which is one of the tasks our 
neighborhood organization performs on a 
monthly basis. Don't know why she didn't 
have help -- didn't ask -- but I pitched in 

with her. I think it took us something over 
an hour, working pretty fast, stuffing sev-
eral plastic grocery bags, then finally filling 
two large black bags with those. The 
straight-line distance is only a few hundred 
yards of street, but there are scraggly em-
bankments to negotiate, thick, jungley 
undergrowth to snake through, guard rails 
to step over, traffic to watch out for and 
poison oak/ivy to recognize, avoid and 
work around.

The point here is that Martha fell and 
broke her hip a little over a year ago, with 
the consequent surgery and challenge of 
a painful recovery period. That would have 
stopped many people. She could easily 
have said, "No more trash pick-up for me 
-- let the young people do it." 

Not only did she steam through that 
task with ease, I didn't have to worry about 
whether I was keeping my heart rate up, 

but more about was I keeping up with 
Martha. Her enthusiasm for the event was 
contagious. She didn't skip over small 
pieces like cigarette butts either. She got it 
all. I never heard her express anger at the 
people who'd tossed the beer bottles, 
candy wrappers, styrofoam to-go boxes 
-- even a pack of used spark plugs -- either. 
What was present was love of people and 
caring about her neighborhood. Clearly 
that attitude infuses her body, fueling the 
healing of a hip injury that she could eas-
ily have dwelt in for the rest of her life.

Anybody who's been injured, or is 
dealing with any chronic pain, knows that 
it requires something to move forward in 
the face of it rather than relinquish the life 
freedom that the injury takes; and the 
older we are, the more tempting it can be 
to give up. Don't we all know people 
who've allowed an injury or painful condi-
tion to become the "Truth" of their being 
rather than a fact to be dealt with. 

This happens because we are not 
adept at dealing with our emotions, our 
feelings. Feelings for many of us are un-
wanted intruders into our lives, to be 
avoided at all costs -- so much so that many 
of us do not know what we are feeling at 
any given time. So, a thought  such as "My 
hip is broken and it hurts to move it," 
which is an awareness, easily gets the feel-
ing "...and I'm afraid" attached to it. Since 
it's a feeling, the fear is denied at a sub-
conscious level (this is suppression in 
psychological language), thus is unac-
knowledged, therefore outside of aware-
ness. Now it is dangerous, becoming a 
force of its own that, being outside of 
awareness, begins to run the show. Unac-
knowledged "I'm afraid," layered over "My 
hip is broken and it hurts to move it," 
discourages movement of the hip. Since 
the hip cannot be moved without pain, the 
knowledge that movement is desireable 
and possible merges with the fear of pain-
ful movement, and the unacknowledged 
fear (feeling) trumps the knowledge of 
possibility of movement. Since there's not 
awareness of the fear, the mind easily 

ALL
TOGETHER
BETTER
At the Y, we believe that when people come 
together for a common cause, the whole 
community is strengthened.  When you become 
a volunteer, you have the opportunityto share 
your blessings with those who need it most.  

YMCA OF GREENSBORO

AWARENESS.
CHOICE.

Avoiding Debilitation in Injuries from Traumatic Accidents, Chronic 
Pain or Fatigue, Fibromyalgia, Tension Myoneural (Myositis) Syndrome
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slides into, first, "I can't move my hip -- it 
hurts too much," then becomes, over time 
and repetition, "I can't move my hip," 
which takes on a life of its own, becoming 
a "truth" which causes entropy in the bone 
and muscles, eventually making it an ac-
curate, observable-from-the-outside fact 
that the joint can't be moved because it's 
calcified and the muscles that should ac-
tivate it have atrophied.*

Awareness of the fear facilitates 
choosing to acknowledge it, then choosing 
to deal with it, which causes the possibil-
ity of moving through the necessary steps 
of healing -- movement, supportive nutri-
tion, exercise. Clearly, Martha Wood made 
the choice fairly quickly, orienting her 
exercise in part for the good of her com-
munity.

I face a similar challenge daily, in my 
case, not with injury, but with fluctuating 
energy. I have  hypoglycemia, wherein my 
blood sugar takes nosedives now and then, 
and particularly at certain times of the day. 
I'm also very sensitive to low hydration, 
which mimics the effects of low blood 
sugar. In either case, the feeling is that of 
going along enthusiastically with what-
ever I'm doing, then suddenly -- within 
minutes -- I feel that all of my energy has 
deserted me, as if I've been unplugged. 
Now, never mind that this has been going 

on for years, the automatic feeling, which 
quickly gets translated into thought, then 
desire, is "I don't know what's wrong with 
me, but I've got to lie down, take a nap."  
Then follows a whole lot of internal dia-
logue to the effect of "What's wrong with 
me? I'm failing. I can't make it like this...I 
have to stay up and running to keep the 
bills paid and provide for the future."  This 
is a well-worn tape, and it does not cease 
to play. If I buy into it, it gets worse, until 
I finally do lie down and sleep. But then, 
I wake up in just as bad shape as before I 
lay down, with the same old dis-empow-
ering feelings running around in my mind.

All I need to do is first, to remain (or 
become) aware, then remember to eat a 
little protein, preferably before the down-
hill slide starts. If I've waited too long and 
I've already begun the downward spiral, 
there are two necessary steps: (1) acknowl-
edge what's happening, and (2) choose the 
necessary steps for recovery -- including 
sometimes just keep on keeping on -- both 
of these without internal verbiage about 
how terrible I feel and how I'm going 
downhill, etc. etc. ad nauseum. Oh yes, 
there's a third step, which is to be aware 
of the time of day. This hypoglycemia bit 
is complicated by another malfunction 
known as adrenal fatigue.  The point is that 
around 11:30 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. my en-

ergy goes rapidly, steeply downhill, and 
until I sit down to an appropriate meal at 
lunch time, or until I do that and wait about 
an hour or more for recovery at supper 
time, I'm at a very low ebb. In this case, 
awareness, coupled with acceptance, 
provides the least dramatic (i.e., no self 
make-wrongs or blaming my wife) way of 
managing my energy and my self. 

Awareness is the key -- awareness and 
choosing. In my case, holding the aware-
ness that what is happening with my body 
is electro-chemical, and that it benefits 
from some planning and application of the 
proper nutrients at the optimal time. Add 
to that the willingness to be consciously 
aware of my feelings and to choose to 
check them out against the already estab-
lished facts, which causes  my body/mind 
to function far more optimally than other-
wise would occur. In Martha Wood's case, 
I can't say how  she did it. I can only ob-
serve that she did, and continues to do so 
with grace and vigor.

Submitted by Kent McKeithan of McKei-
than Pain Treatment Center, 1169 Edge-
brook Drive, Winston-Salem. For more 
information, visit www. Mckeithanptc.com 
or call 336.761.0501 for an appointment.
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Here we are again with the 
holidays upon us: parties, 
sweets, hors d’oeuvres, 

alcohol and holiday cheer are 
everywhere! Holiday shopping, 
parties, gift wrapping, and deco-
rating are sucking up our free time 
leaving little energy or time for 
exercise. How does one survive 
and continue living a healthy life-
style without throwing in the 
towel?  

During the holiday season 
most people find themselves chal-
lenged for time and faced with far 
more temptations than normal. 
We also live in a culture that takes 
on the mindset of indulgence from 
Halloween until the New Year 
before jumping on the bandwagon 
with a New Year’s Resolution. This 
begins the cycle of yo-yo dieting 
that damages our metabolisms and 
leaves us frustrated that we can’t 
seem to stick with a plan for the 
long run. 

I am here to tell you that there 
is a better way. The holidays can 
be enjoyed without overdoing it 
and with a little preparation and 
prioritization it is possible and can 
be somewhat effortless to maintain 
a healthy lifestyle. I by no means 

encourage people to stay on a 
strict diet this time of year because 
that is just not realistic for most. 
However, maintenance is attain-
able and sustainable. 

So how in the world does one 
maintain over the holidays?  Be-
low are some favorite tips that are 
effective:

1 Never arrive to a party con-
sisting of alcohol and a buf-
fet or appetizers on an emp-

ty stomach. Eat a small meal of 
protein and veggies prior to arriv-
ing at the party and don’t hover 
around the food table. Limit 
yourself to sources of protein and 
the veggie tray with two bites of 
something indulgent.

2 Limit yourself to two alco-
holic drinks and be sure to 
drink two full glasses of 

water between drinks. Alcohol is 
a trigger food for most people and 
most people eat MORE while 
under the influence. Additionally, 
calories from alcohol are mostly 
metabolized directly into fat stor-
age (especially when eaten with 
sweets and high carbohydrate 
foods). Drink as much water as 
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Emily Saunders

possible along with your drinks to blunt 
the effects and keep you hydrated.

3 Keep your diet as clean as possible 
when not at gatherings, parties and 
dinners. Often when we begin to 

indulge in things that we normally do not 
eat we begin to crave those foods more 
regularly. Make smart grocery shopping 
decisions and try to keep sweets and 
other trigger foods out of the house. Keep 
convenience foods handy and prepared 
chicken breasts and cut veggies handy for 
busy evenings. Eating a clean diet 75-80% 
of the time will help you to reach your 
maintenance goal. 

4 Continue exercising—especially 
weight training. The best thing that 
you can do both before and after a 

night of indulgence is a heavy weight train-
ing workout. Exercising both before and 
after a big meal helps to convert some of 
the energy consumed into muscle rather 
than fat. You do not need to commit to 
hours of exercise. A quick 20 minute rest 
based training workout will get your fat 
burning hormones activated. Additionally, 
regular exercise during the busy season 
will help manage stress and keep those 
healthy and motivating exercise endor-
phins plentiful.

5  Indulge ONLY in your FAVORITE 
holiday treats. Just because ‘tis the 
season does not mean that you must 

eat everything in sight. Allow yourself to 
savor your favorite treats once or twice 
over the season and truly enjoy them. 
There are many seasonally themed foods 
and condiments like flavored nuts, coffees 
and teas that can offer a buffer for our 
cravings for more indulgent treats. 

6 Do your best to manage your time. 
Stress can play a large role in fat 
storage and leaving all of the shop-

ping, decorating and wrapping until the 
last minute will leave you as one big stress 
ball! Try to start early and do a little bit at 
a time so that you can enjoy the season 
and maintain both your waistline and your 
sanity.

7 Set the example. Just because all of 
your friends are over-indulging 
doesn’t mean that you have to. Be 

the one who brings a healthy dish to the 

holiday potluck or plan active holiday 
gatherings rather than simply concentrat-
ing on food. Things like ornament making, 
volunteering, and shopping together can 
relieve stress and avoid food temptations. 

Let’s End 2012 on a positive note 
rather than waiting for the New Year to 
focus on health and wellness!

Keep Moving!

Emily Saunders is a nutrition and exercise 

coach with Jillfit, an innovative program 
that focuses on diet, exercise and the im-
portance of mindset (www.jillfitlifestyle.
com) Visit her blog, diapers-and-dumb-
bells.com, which focuses on fitness and 
wellness during and after pregnancy. 
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Dr. Don G. Lane - General Dentist
4303 Country Club Rd.       Winston-Salem, NC 27104

336-760-8700    
www.lanedds.com

Adrienne Core - Miss NC 2010, 
Miss America contestant 2010

“I love my Lane and Associates smile!” 

Lane and Associates Family Dentistry offers quality family dental care 
in a comfortable, Mercury-safe environment. 

We accept most insurance plans and are network providers for 12 major insurance networks,
 including Metlife, Delta, United Health, Cigna, Assurant, Dentemax and more.

Lane and associates FamiLy dentistry

Free Professional Whitening for Life*
*$300 value with doctor approval; some restrictions may apply; visit www.lanedds.com for details
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       Community Resources

AROMATHERAPY

COLON HYDROTHERAPY
INTERNALLY FIT, Barbara Aultman, 
Certified Colon Hydrotherapist
906 Portland Street, Greensboro
336-638-3858

10 years experience. Class II Medical De-
vice. Current special pricing: all colonics 
$40 ($65 value). Must call for an appoint-
ment. Visit www.nc-internallyfit.com.

COURSES
KNEADED ENERGY® SCHOOL OF 
MASSAGE
404 State St. - Greensboro  336-273-1260     
www.kneadedenergyschool.com

Continuing Education Program offered at 
Professional Massage Therapy Diploma 
Program. ENROLL NOW!  Day and Evening 
Massage Therapy Certification Program is 
accepting students. Weekend CE programs 
offered year-round. Call or visit web site for 
calendar. See ad on page 39.

LOVING SENSE AROMATHERAPY, LLC
1203-F Brandt Street Greensboro 27407 
336.294.7727    www.LovingScents.com

Therapeutic Grade Essential Oils & Aroma-
therapy Supplies ~ Specialty Blends for 
Individuals and Special Populations ~ 
Aromatherapy Classes, Lectures, Commu-
nity Talks ~ 100 Hour Certification Program 
in Clinical Aromatherapy ~ Personalized 
Consultations (by appt) See ad on page 31.

COACHING

FRESH AIR CARPET CARE
6255 Town Center Dr., Ste 658B
Clemmons, NC  27012        336-499-1974 
www.FreshAirCarpetCare.com

Female Owned & Op-
erated. Using Plant-
Based Cleaners & Very 
Low Moisture to Clean 
and Sanitize Your Car-

pet, Upholstery & Mattresses, They Will Be 
Dry in About 1 Hour. Safe For You, Your Kids 
& Pets, and Our Environment. Now in Our 
6th Year of Serving Forsyth & Davie Coun-
ties.

CARPET CARE

ALKALINE WATER
ALKALINE WATER
Hydrates, Oxygenates, Detoxifies
5525 Stone Crossing Dr
Winston Salem, NC 27104 336-782-9677
Downloadmyebook.com/Norton

Learn the secret of alkaline, ionized, micro 
clustered, mineral rich water. FREE two (2) 
week supply! “ It’s never too late to become 
the person you could have been”- George 
Elliot. 

COUNSELING
GuILfORD COuNSELING, PLLC
Jennifer Cobb, MSW, LCSW
422 Battleground Ave, Greensboro NC
336-337-5469,  www.guilfordcounseling.
com, guilfordcounseling@gmail.com

Dedicated to providing effective, evidence-
based therapies in an accepting, compas-
sionate environment.  Areas of specializa-
tion include depression, trauma symptoms, 
anxiety, and parenting concerns. I work 
with children, adolescents, adults, and 
families.  If you are ready to experience the 
joy and relief of a new and empowered you, 
give me a call today. Please visit my website 
for more details. See ad on page 3.

LINDA GAIL CASH LPC
3349 Winterbell Drive, Burlington, NC
336.212.0159           lcash2@triad.rr.com
www.lindagailcashlpc.com
 
Offering therapy for individuals, families or 
couples, I have over 25 years as an educa-
tor and professional counselor. Please visit 

POLLY HUMPHREYS
1. Alternative Wellness & Beyond 
2. Backbone Builder
www.alternativewellness.net
828-504-2003  twitter: @RUMentallyTough

1. AW&B: Personal & Professionals Success 
Coaching. Personalized action strategies 
enable you to easily integrate learned skills 
into your life in a way that works for you.  
Obtain clear focus to make best decisions 
to obtain goal success! Break through men-
tal & emotional barriers and permanently 
halt repeating the same mistakes. 
2. BB:  Helping athletes (of all levels) gain 
a mental edge to compete to ultimate po-
tential. Using 5 essential mental skills for 
enduring success - Master a winning mind-
set for peak performances! 

Call for free consult and appointments: 
Adult and youth sessions. Christian values 
applied when client appropriate.

HEATING & AIR
FERGUSON AIR
Serving the Triad
336-983-7300
chuck.h.ferguson@gmail.com

Is your home ready for winter? Call us today 
for our "house doctor tune-up" - only $99! 
Need a new system? Ask us about the  reli-
ability of Coleman® heating and cooling 
systems to keep your home comfortable 
under any extreme. See ad on page 56.

BRAIN TRAINING
PEAK PERFORMANCE LEARNING CTR.
Greensboro     336-549-6212
www.InteractiveMetronome.com

Do You Have: Trouble focusing on tasks? 
Difficulty following directions?Poor mem-
ory? Interactive Metronome® is a drug free 
solution, without any harmful side effects. 
Research has shown improvements in aca-
demic, athletic and interpersonal skills. 

my website for much more information. 
Located in West Burlington, just 20 minutes 
from Four Seasons Mall. See ad page 24.

HYPERBARIC OXYGEN THERAPY OF 
HIGH POINT 
2400 S. Main St. High Point
336-259-8138
 
Hyperbaric oxygen therapy is now available 
in the Triad. Can be used for many, many 
conditions including Autism, ADD, MS, 
Cerebral Palsy, Stress, Arthritis, Chronic 
Fatigue, Allergies & Asthma, muscle and 
tendon pain. See ad on page 50.

HYPNOTHERAPY
FORSYTH INTEGRATIVE THERAPY
Marcelle Hammer, MA Ed., CMS-CHT
1495 Rymco Drive, Suite 106
Winston-Salem, NC   336-768-7000
www.forsythintegrativetherapy.com

Hypnosis, a natural phenomena of deep 
relaxation and focused concentration, uses 
your powerful subconscious mind to assist 
you in achieving your goals.  Hypnothera-
py has been proven to be effective for 
weight loss; smoking cessation; reducing or 
eliminating pain, fears and phobias; creat-
ing a fear-free, more comfortable childbirth 
and overcoming limitations to find peace 
and balance in one's life. See ad on page 
25.

HYPERBARIC CHAMBER
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MCKEITHAN PAIN TREATMENT CTR 
Kent McKeithan, Rebecca Vogler
1169 Edgebrook Dr. - Winston-Salem 
336-761-0501     www.mckeithanptc.com

Treating chronic pain, 
preventing acute pain 
from becoming chron-
ic.
•Our full attention and 
commitment that your 

pain be resolved, not  “managed”. 
•Two experienced practitioners listen to 
you – carefully – to understand the nature 
and extent of your unresolved pain. 
• Specific treatment customized to address 
the CAUSE of your pain.           NCLMBT2054-

WEIGHT LOSS
FORSYTH INTEGRATIVE THERAPY
Marcelle Hammer, MA Ed., CMS-CHT
1495 Rymco Drive, Suite 106
Winston-Salem, NC 27103
336-768-7000
www.forsythintegrativetherapy.com

Virtual Gastric Band, based on Sheila 
Granger's work, consists of four sessions 
using the concept of a "virtual" gastric band 
and clinical hypnotherapy. Virtual Gastric 
Band, a non-surgical technique, uses your 
powerful subconscious mind to retrain you 
to be satisfied on smaller amounts of food 
and be motivated to exercise.  It changes 
how you think about food and gives very 
safe and very predictable results. It is most 
definitely not a diet.  Virtual Gastric Band 
allows you to eat what you want but you 
are satisfied on smaller portions.  And be-
cause it is not a diet, you won't feel de-
prived, miserable or hungry - the issues 
which cause diets to fail. As Virtual Gastric 
Band effectively negates these issues, you 
finally have an effective, long-term solution 
to reaching and maintaining your ideal 
weight. See ad on page 25.

PRIZMS CENTER FOR MINDBODY  
INTEGRATION LLC
www.prizms-ahealingplace.com        
336.761.5071
Downtown Winston-Salem

Bringing together the best in 
holistic services, our profes-
sional cross-trained staff inte-
grates massage/bodywork (relax-
ation and therapeutic), Reiki/

energy work, holistic counseling and tradi-
tional psychotherapy, including EMDR, to 
address individual client needs of Body, 

WELLNESS CENTERS

THE CENTER FOR HOLISTIC HEALING
1623 York Ave Suite 103 - High Point NC 
336-841-4307     www.center4holisticheal-
ing.com

The Center for Holistic Healing is an inte-
grative healing center. Our desire is to offer 
you an opportunity to work on yourself as 
a whole; mind, body, and spirit, with the 
help of a team of professionals. We offer 
mental health counseling, acupuncture, 
Reiki, massage, healing touch, registered 
dietician services, yoga, and wellness fo-
cused groups and classes. Call or visit our 
website for more information. See ad on 
page 22.

YOGA & TAI CHI
SILK TIGER SCHOOL OF T'AI CHI CH'UAN
Convenient Locations throughout the Pied-
mont
336-449-3284
www.silktigertaichi.com

Classes in the ancient art of T'ai Chi focus 
on health! Certified Instructor Eric Reiss, 
with 39 years experience, guides students 
in gentle, yet challenging, movements suit-
able for all ages and levels of fitness. Ben-
efits include: reduced stress, increased 
strength, improved balance, greater flexibil-
ity. Visit website for info on new Beginners 
Classes and renew yourself for the New 
Year!

SUNRISE YOGA STUDIO
Valerie Kiser, ERYT 500 & Certified Yoga 
Therapist
6000 Meadowbrook Mall Ct, Suite 1
Clemmons, NC 27012       
336- 778-1233         info@sunriseyoga.net
www.sunriseyoga.net

Yoga University Open House. Enrichment 
program, 200-hour Teacher Training, 500-
hour Teacher Training: Are you interested in 
Yoga teacher training? Do you want to 
deepen your practice? Join us on Sunday, 
December 9 from 4-5 p.m. to find out which 
of our programs is the right fit for you. Meet 
the program director plus current & former 
participants in the programs. We'll have 
food, hot tea, and answers for all of your 
questions. Sunrise Yoga was voted the 
Winston-Salem Journal’s 2012 #1 Reader’s 
Choice  Award. Come find out why.

PAIN TREATMENT
FORSYTH INTEGRATIVE THERAPY
Marcelle Hammer, MA Ed.,CMS-CHT
1495 Rymco Drive, Suite 106
Winston-Salem, NC 27103
336-768-7000
www.forsythintegrativetherapy.com

Offering treatment for pain relief with your 
choice of 2 modalities – Hypnotherapy and 
Ortho-Bionomy. Research studies show that 
medical hypnotherapy is effective in easing 
or eliminating acute and chronic pain. 
Hypnosis is a natural phenomenon of deep 
relaxation and focused concentration using 
the subconscious mind to change the fear-
tension-pain cycle to comfort, peace and 
relaxation. Ortho-Bionomy is a body ther-
apy that reduces muscle tension, soothes 
joints, increases flexibility and range of 
motion bringing an experience of deep 
relaxation. The entire session is done 
within the range of comfort. It is highly ef-
fective in relieving both acute and chronic 
pain. Release often continues after the ses-
sion has ended. See ad on page 25.

TRIAD NATURAL HEALTH CENTER
214 East Mountain Street, Suite 105
Kernersville. 336-655-2832
Dr. Aimee Sheppard, ND, MsOM, LAc

Dr. Sheppard is a graduate of Bastyr Uni-
versity and a Washington state licensed 
naturopathic physician, and a NC licensed 
acupuncturist. Naturopathic and Oriental 
Medicine embrace balance in the Body-
MindSpirit through diet, lifestyle, herbal 
therapies, clinical nutrition, homeopathy, 
acupuncture and naturopathic and Chinese 
physical therapeutics. Achieving balance 
promotes health and wellness in the Body-
MindSpirit. Discounted Fees!  Limited time!

NATUROPATHIC 
PHYSICIANS

NATUROPATHIC HEALTH CLINIC OF 
NC & METABOLIC EFFECT
2522 Reynolda Rd.,  Winston-Salem
336-724-4452         
www.naturopathichealthclinic.com

Keoni Teta, ND, LAc, CSCS; Jade Teta, ND, 
CSCS, Jillian Sarno Teta, ND. Helping indi-
viduals & families optimize wellness with 
comprehensive science-based healthcare. 
We utilize natural therapies—functional 
nutrition, homeopathy, acupuncture, func-
tional exercise, botanical & environmental 
medicine—that treat the cause of disease, 
rather than just managing symptoms. See 
ad on page 14.

Mind, Soul, and Spirit. Classes and trainings 
also available. All hours by appointment. 
Conveniently located in downtown Win-
ston-Salem near Business I-40. All services 
provided by fully licensed and/or certified 
staff. See our website for additional details 
and staff/contact information. 
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Any exercise program, if you stick 
with it, will have an effect on your 
life. Yoga, unlike other exercise 

programs, seems to have a deep, profound 
effect on the way practitioners approach 
their lives. In practicing yoga you will learn 
a lot about your body. You'll become 
stronger, more flexible, calmer, and 
breathe more deeply.  The health benefits 
are great, from reducing blood pressure to 
stimulating your immune system. When 
you continue to practice you will find that 
what you learned about your body on the 
mat is directly transferable into your daily 
life.  Following are some valuable life les-
sons from the mat:

 
1. Pay Attention. The small things matter. 

On the Mat:  Your yoga instructor will 
give instruction on making the smallest 
imperceptible adjustments to your body in 
a pose. Things that no one else can see ,but 
you can feel. And these things make all 
the difference. Once you "get" a pose it is 
these small details that bring it to life. In 
Life: Most of us get the big things. We do 
our jobs, we take care of our families, we 
build friendships. But when we pay atten-
tion to the small details, the things that 
might go unnoticed on the surface, is when 
we bring in new business, increase har-
mony at home, and deepen lasting friend-
ships. Things like taking the time to listen 
and respond, saying thank you, doing a 
little more than was expected, keeping 
promises ... you know, generally paying 
attention; these things make all the differ-
ence. It is the imperceptible adjustments 
that bring your life to life.

 2. Let Go. 
On the Mat: We learn when moving 

into a deep stretch that we make more 
progress by letting go than we do by push-
ing. Breathe, relax, and let go. That is when 
the pose magically appears. Physiologi-
cally it makes sense; when you push, there 
is a natural reflex that causes your muscles 
to tense to protect from injury. When you 
breathe, relax, and let go, you allow the 
pose to come to you. In Life: We push for 
more. We struggle to make ends meet. We 

chase the illusive dream. No matter what 
we have, we seem to want more. But if we 
slow down, breathe and relax, we find that 
not only do we already have everything 
we need, but also whatever it is we think 
we've been chasing can finally catch up 
to us.

 
3. Hold On. I know what you're thinking; 
I just told you to let go. Now I'm telling 
you to hold on. Both can be good strategies 
but at different times. Learning the differ-

   LIFE  LESSONS
                     from 
                 the  MAT
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ence is key.  
On the Mat:  There are poses that will 

test your strength and your resolve. Just 
when your legs are screaming from dis-
comfort and you don't think you can hold 
that chair pose another moment your yoga 
teacher calmly says "Just five more 
breaths..." Like it's nothing. And the 
breaths she wants you to take are excruci-
atingly slow. But over time, and with 
practice you eventually learn to "sit with 
the discomfort." You learn that it is just that, 
discomfort. You direct your attention to 
your breath, or your arms, or anything but 
your screaming thighs. And what you find 
is that you are stronger than you knew.  

In Life: There are times that will test 
our resolve. Things that happen that seem 
unbearable, losing a job, a breakup, losing 
a loved one. Our first instinct is to find a 
way "out of the pose". We medicate, drink, 
fill out lives with things, dive into our work, 
find any means to run away. When what 
we need to do to move on is to "sit with 
the discomfort." Direct your attention to 
your breath, and find that you are stronger 
than you knew. Much stronger. Then you 
can move on.

 

4. Just Breathe.  
On the Mat:  Yoga is a mind/body 

discipline. The conduit that connects mind 
to body is the breath. We move in and out 
of poses with the breath. We learn to 
deepen our breath. We become aware. 
And through the breath even in our most 
relaxed states we find we can be vividly, 
wide awake. In Life: The breath is still the 
conduit that connects the mind to the 
body. In stressful situations a deliberate 
focus on a long exhale can reduce heart 
rate and stimulate the body's own relax-
ation response. When relaxed and calm 
we are less likely to react from anger or 
frustration and make better decisions. Just 
breathe.

 
5. Bend, Don't Break. Just like a pine tree 
sways in the wind, and skyscrapers are 
designed to sway just enough to keep them 
from breaking, we should be gentle in our 
judgments and learn to "go with the flow."  

On the Mat: Yoga trains our bodies to 
be flexible. And it is that flexibility that will 
save us from injury in the other activities 
we enjoy. You have probably heard that 
many pro athletes are starting to practice 
yoga. (LeBron, Shaq, Tim Thomas, Andy 
Murray, and the Philadelphia Eagles! to 
name a few...)  They find it brings balance 
to their bodies, reduces the likelihood of 
injury, and improves performance. It 
teaches their bodies to bend, not break. 
And they can accomplish more on the 
field. In Life: Rigidity in our behavior and 
thoughts can also cause us to break. We 
may break relationships with people who 
don't think or behave like we do. Many 
parents push their kids away by being too 
rigid and trying to control behavior. Friend-
ships can be broken for the same reason. 
In work situations we tend to gravitate 
towards people who are like us, and may 
miss out some great collaborations that 
come from diversity of thought. But when 
we learn to bend our thinking, relax our 
judgments, accept people for who they 
are, and recognize that everyone has a 
special set of "gifts" they bring to the table, 
we can accomplish things we never 
thought possible.

 
6. Be Kind. We know the sayings: "No guts 
no glory", "Balls to the wall", "Leave it all 
on the field", "Pain is weakness leaving 
your body", all the things that tell us if we 
don't give 110%, we're just not worthy. 

Or, more likely, we're worthless. I am all 
for pushing the limits of what my body can 
do. I've ridden 200 miles on a bicycle in 
one day. I train to beat my last time on my 
regular course. I work on attaining certain 
yoga poses that aren't in my wheelhouse. 
I get it. But we should all remember that 
our bodies have inner wisdom as well. If 
we don't listen, we will never benefit from 
it. 

On the Mat: Teachers often offer sev-
eral variations of a single pose. Most of 
them don't use the words "beginning" or 
"advanced". (But we all know which 
variations are the "advanced" ones.)  But, 
let's suppose I am in the bound version of 
a twisting lunge and my alignment is off, 
I can't breathe, and I am not getting full 
extension; and the person next to me is 
not bound, but has a long line from foot 
to head, is breathing calmly with muscles 
engaged and a smile on her face. Who has 
the more advanced practice?  Me, listening 
to my ego, or her, listening to her body?   
In Life: We tend to push our limits. We 
work too many hours a week, burn the 
candle at both ends, try to please and take 
care of everyone in our lives. We think 
we're doing the right thing. And for a while 
it may work. But eventually our bodies will 
make us take a break. Through illness or 
injury or something, we will be forced to 
stop. At some point your body will try to 
tell you that it is time to take a break; You'll 
start feeling tired, overworked, resentful, 
emotional ... something. That's when you 
should take a nap, a yoga class, sit for 
meditation, or something. Your inner wis-
dom will tell you what you need. If you 
don't listen, your body will make sure you 
end up taking the time you need, and you 
will likely be forced to stop for a lot longer 
than you would have needed if you had 
taken the time yourself. And it will likely 
happen at the most inopportune moment.

So pay attention to your yoga practice 
on the mat. Listen to what your body 
teaches you about how to move in and out 
of poses. Then translate that into your own 
life and see where it takes you.

Submitted by Roz Lambeth, partner and 
instructor at Pure Light Yoga, 709 W. Lex-
ington Avenue in High Point. Please visit 
www.purelightyoga.com or email roz@
purelightyoga.com with questions or com-
ments. 
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Monday, December 3

Subtle Energy Healing Group Session. Also, 
Dec 17. 7-8pm. By Judy Mitcham, RN BSN 
MSN and John Bloss. Subtle/spiritual energy 
transmissions are conveyed to all group mem-
bers thus promoting physical, mental, emo-
tional and spiritual healing. All are welcome 
- donations appreciated, but not required. 
Location: in the Healing Studio at 4008 Tan-
bark Ct., GSO 27407. For more info (or private 
sessions), contact Judy at A Healing Presence 
jsmitcham@gmail.com or 336-833-5887

What is Massage Cupping? 7pm. A demon-
stration and discussion. Event Led By: Gaye 
Janson, LMBT 3250. Massage Cupping is a 
wonderful ancient technique that has found 
its way into the modern world of healing. By 
creating suction and negative pressure, cup-
ping therapy is used to soften tight muscles, 
loosen adhesions lift connective tissue and 
restore hydration and blood flow. Cupping 
opens Meridians, allowing energy flow to 
every part of the body and through every organ 
and tissue. Join us for a free demo and dis-
cover what cupping can do for you. For more 
info, call The Center for Holistic Healing at 
841-4307 or visitwww.chhtree.com. Each 
person attending receives a $10 off coupon 
to use for massage services at The Center!

Tuesday, December 4

Have You Had A Spiritual Experience? 7-8pm.
Open Discussion, Everyone Welcome! Green 
Bean. 341 South Elm St, GSO. www.greens-
borobean.com/  336.817.6766 for more info.

friday, December 7

Transitions – A Group for Women Experienc-
ing Change. 1:30-2:30pm - first Friday of each 
month. The Center for Holistic Healing is of-
fering a support group for women in the midst 
of change. Life is an ever emerging journey 
which can be difficult to travel alone. If you 
are facing a job loss, children leaving home, 
retirement, divorce, death of your spouse, the 
reality of aging and/or relationship changes; 
this group can offer you a safe, peaceful place 
to be with other women facing similar transi-
tions. Led by Patricia Tadlock, RN, NP-C, 
CHTP. For further info, call us at 336-841-
4307. No fee is charged, but donations are 
appropriate. Visit www.chhtree.com

Sunday, December 9

Yoga University Open House. 4-5pm. Enrich-
ment program, 200-hour Teacher Training, 
500-hour Teacher Training: Are you interested 
in Yoga teacher training? Do you want to 
deepen your practice? Valerie Kiser, Program 
Director and ERYT 500 and Certified Yoga 
Therapist will conduct open discussions to 
find out which of our programs is the right fit 
for you. Meet current & former participants in 
the programs. We'll have food, hot tea, and 

answers for all of your questions. Sunrise Yoga 
was voted the Winston-Salem Journal’s 2012 
#1 Reader’s Choice Award. There is no cost for 
this event. Sunrise Yoga Studio offers classes 
ranging from Gentle and Chair Yoga, Beginner 
to Advanced Yoga, Flow and Power Yoga, Yoga 
for Graceful Aging and more. Come check 
us out for classes, individual instruction and 
workshops. For more information call (336) 
778-1233 or email us at info@sunriseyoga.
net. Sunrise Yoga Studio is located at 6000 
Meadowbrook Mall Court, Suite 1, Clem-
mons, NC 27012. Visit  www.sunriseyoga.net.

Monday, December 10

Have You Had A Spiritual Experience? 7-8pm.
Open Discussion, Everyone Welcome! Star-
bucks Coffee Shop, 1022 S. Main St., Kerner-
sville. http://www.starbucks.com/store/8575/

Thursday, December 13

Therapeutic Mindfulness Group Sessions. 
Also, December 27. 7-8pm by Judy Mitcham, 
RN BSN MSN. Open to all - donations ap-
preciated, but not required. These group ses-
sions provide a safe and non-judgmental en-
vironment for those interested in increased 
self-awareness, improved ability to cope with 
stress, as well as mental, emotional, spiritual 
and physical healing. Resistance is the main 
obstacle to being in the present moment. There 
are numerous conditioned behaviors for resist-
ing and they are usually unrecognized. 
Though mindfulness is a simple, natural pro-
cess, it can seem challenging at first. Yet with 
guidance for recognizing and moving past all 
forms of resistance, it can be incorporated into 
everyday living . In these group sessions Judy 
offers: 1) A space of unconditional acceptance  
2) Guidance for being in present moment 
awareness, 3) Guidance and support for ex-
periencing stressful thoughts and emotions in 
a way that leads to insight and healing, 4) 
Subtle/Spiritual energy transmissions to sup-
port your inner work. As group members are 
guided to allow and accept all experiences, 
insights arise and natural movement occurs 
toward harmonization of one’s energy field. 
Prior experience with mindfulness practice is 
not needed. Location: healing studio at 4008 
Tanbark Ct., GSO. For questions (or private 
sessions) contact Judy Mitcham at 336-833-
5887 or jsmitcham@gmail.com

Wednesday, December 12

Healing Touch Clinic. Appointments are avail-
able at 5:30, 6:30 or 7:30pm. West Market 
Street United Methodist Church. Enter church 
at corner Friendly and Commerce, follow signs 
to Room 109. HT relieves pain, eases stress 
and anxiety, instills serenity, nourishes mind, 
body and spirit and helps the body self-heal. 
HT is described as a Biofield Therapy by the 
National Institute of Health and complements 
conventional health care. Cost is Love Offer-
ing. Contact Karla Greene: 336.838.9172 or 
email healingtouchghp@yahoo.com

Saturday, Decmber 15

Mat Pilates Workshop. 10-11:30am. Take a 
break from Holiday shopping and stress of the 
season and join Vicki Bartnikowski for this 
energizing 90 min. Mat Pilates Workshop. The 
technique focuses on core muscles and em-
phasis is placed on breathing and quality of 
form, while using controlled precise move-
ments to condition the entire body. This is a 
low-impact workout for people of all ages and 
will allow participants to begin and progress 
at their own pace and individual fitness level 
by illustrating modifications for the beginner, 
while variations will be incorporated for the 
more advanced student. Whether your plan is 
to get back in shape or stay in shape, get a 
jump on the New Year and the results will 
create an overall toned body, better posture, 
circulation, flexibility and balance. Cost: $15. 
For info, call The Center for Holistic Healing 
at 841-4307 or visitwww.chhtree.com.

Monday, December 17

Have You Had A Spiritual Experience? 7-8pm.
Open Discussion, Everyone Welcome! Barnes 
& Noble Bookstore, 906 Mall Loop Rd., High 
Point. 336.817.6766 for more info. http://
store-locator.barnesandnoble.com/store/2806

Thursday, December 27

Mother Baby PEP Talks. 4-5pm -  Usually this 
group meets the 4thThursday morning of each 
month. However, due to the holidays please 
call Cynthia for the holiday season schedule. 
841-4307. PEP Talks is a free support group 
for mothers of new babies sponsored by the 
Mother Baby Foundation and led by Cynthia 
Palmer, LMFT. PEP stands for Postpartum Emo-
tion with Possibilities, and the hour is spent 
celebrating your successes and finding solu-
tions for you challenges. The focus is on YOU, 
the mom! We'll provide the laughter, refresh-
ments and experience of other moms who 
have "been there." Babies are welcome!  For 
more info: 841-4307 or www.chhtree.com.

Tuesday, December 18

Have You Had A Spiritual Experience? 
5:30pm.Open Discussion, Everyone Wel-
come! Krankies Coffee, 211 East Third St., WS. 
336.817.6766 for more info. krankiescoffee.
com/pages/locations

friday, December 28

Pet Loss Support Group. 12-1:30pm. Led By:  
Valarie Snell, LCSW. Losing a loved one is 
always painful. Many times when we lose a 
pet, we can feel that there is no place for us 
to grieve, and that no one will understand. 
This is a place that we want it to be safe to 
express this pain, and to gather support from 
others who have also lost a pet. Cost: $15. For 
more info, call The Center for Holistic Healing 
at 841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com.

       Community EVENTS 
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monday
Myofascial Therapy for pain relief. Do you 
have neck or back pain? Myofascial Therapy 
is a very specific type of massage therapy that 
focuses totally on pain relief. Make your first 
appointment today and start feeling better 
now! $20.00 off your first one hour appoint-
ment Mon - Thurs between 10am - 5pm. Call 
Roy Alderman - (336) 339-5058 or email Al-
dermanmassage@gmail.com. Visit Alderman.
massagetherapy.com

Free Public Tai Chi Practice.   Monday through 
Thursday mornings from 7:45-8:30 AM at 
Washington Park Shelter at Vintage Avenue 
and Park Road in Winston- Salem.  Facilitated 
by David Harold with Three Treasures Tai Chi.  
Practices from both Chen and Yang styles.  
Contact david.harold@gmail.com for more 
information.

Yoga for Healthy Backs. 12-1:15pm. No class 
on Dec. 24. Yoga is a great way to strengthen 
your back and supportive muscles. Yoga can 
also increase flexibility and stability. This class 
is open to all fitness and experience levels. 
Come join us on your journey to a healthier 
back. Cost: $10.00 drop in class rate - Class 
packages available For more information 
please call The Center for Holistic Healing at 
841-4307 or visitwww.chhtree.com.

Yoga for Anxiety. 1:30-2:30pm. No Class 
December 24. In this class we will focus on 
managing the symptoms of anxiety such as 
racing thoughts, worry, and sleep disturbance.  
You will learn to manage these symptoms 
through breath control, meditation, mantras, 
and a gentle physical practice.  This class is 
appropriate for all fitness levels.  If needed you 
can even do it from a chair!  We hope you will 
join us for this wonderful class which promises 
to be educational, fun and add many tools to 
your anxiety management tool box!  Cost: 
$10.00 drop in class rate - Class packages 
available. For more information please call 
The Center for Holistic Healing at 841-4307 
or visitwww.chhtree.com.

tuesday
Tuesdays at Unity. Bridges to Unity is a com-
munity learning environment offering innova-
tive ideas and practical solutions for expanded 
living. Ask yourself:  Where do I want to ex-
pand my horizons, learn new skills, become 
more alive? Our diverse educational experi-
ences inspire people to grow and develop 
inner peace and happiness, empowering re-
lationships with others, an expansion of their 
abundance consciousness and healthy, vibrant 
bodies. A natural outgrowth of this work is a 
sense of connection to others and all of life. 
There’s a suggested $10 love offering per class 
and discounts when paying full amount. To get 
the details about our course offerings, go to 
www.unityingreensboro.org. To register, email 
bridgestounity@gmail.com  or call Bridges to 
Unity Institute at 336-274-0944.

Nia Classes. 9-10am. Also Fridays. Nia is a 
unique blend of dance, martial arts and heal-
ing techniques. Focusing on pleasure and 
potential, the benefits of Nia include increases 
in cardiovascular health, flexibility, creativity, 
and emotional and spiritual well-being. This 
class is appropriate for a wide-range of fitness 
abilities. Come explore "the joy of movement". 
First class free, $10 to drop-in, or 5 classes 
$40. Greensboro Cultural  Center, studio 
305, 200 N. Davie St. GSO. for more info 
contact Cynthia at (336) 554-5156 or wolfe.
cm@gmail.com

Tai Chi for Arthritis 9:15-10am. Also Thurs-
days at the Shepherds Center at 1700 Ebert 
Road in WS. This class is free and ongoing. 
Taught by Susan Meny, Senior Center Director. 
For more info or to register, call the Shepherds 
Center at 336.748.0217 or email smeny@
shepherdscenter.org

T'ai Chi Classes. 12:30-1:30pm. T'ai Chi for 
health, meditation and self-defense. Improve 
balance, strength and flexibility. Beginners 
welcome. Triad Yoga Institute, 3940 W. 
Market St., GSO. 336-449-3284. Phone for 
special introductory rates. Your instructor has 
35 years experience in T'ai Chi Ch'uan, and 
is certified to teach by  The National T'ai Chi 
Ch'uan Assn., Los Angeles, CA. See full class 
schedule at www.silktigertaichi.com. 

Stillpoint Acupuncture Clinic. 2:30– 5:15pm. 
Offering a low cost, community-centered 
way to provide acupuncture treatments for 
a wide variety of health concerns. Making 
acupuncture affordable and convenient are 
the primary aims of this clinic. Using a model 
similar to that practiced in China, the clinic 
setting allows us to see more people at once, 
thereby reducing our cost and yours. Ap-
pointments suggested, but walk-ins accepted 
if space available. Call 336-510-2029 for an 
appointment. 614 Pasteur Dr., GSO. www.
stillpointacupuncture.com

Stillpoint Acupuncture Clinic. 2–6pm. Still-
point Acupuncture Community Clinic offers a 
low cost, community-centered way to provide 
acupuncture treatments for a wide variety of 
health concerns. Making acupuncture afford-
able and convenient are the primary aims 
of this clinic. Using a model similar to that 
practiced in China, the clinic setting allows us 
to see more people at once, thereby reducing 
our cost and yours. Call 336-510-2029 for 
an appointment. 614 Pasteur Dr. GSO. www.
stillpointacupuncture.com

Community Acupuncture Clinic at The Center 
for Holistic Healing. 3-6pm. Come experience 
acupuncture with Amanda Brown MSOM, 
L.Ac., Dipl.OM! Our acupuncture clinic of-
fers effective affordable treatment in a relaxing 
group setting. Patients receive professional, 
safe, personalized care in a peaceful group 
center. By treating several patients at once we 
lower our costs and pass our savings on to you. 
The types of conditions that this setting is most 
conducive for include: Anxiety and stress, 
Headaches, Digestive problems, Insomnia, 
Addictions, Acute and chronic pain, Smok-
ing cessation, Emotional problems as well as 
general health maintenance and relaxation. 
$30/patient. For more info: call 336-841-4307 
or visit wwchhtree.com.

Coping with Challenges and Emotions. 6:30-
8pm. Do you or someone you know feel 
overwhelmed by difficult emotions?  Or have 
trouble maintaining relationships?  Or suffer 
from self-destructive actions?  This is the group 
for you! Cost:  $25 per group; limited oppor-
tunities for financial assistance if necessary. 
Please contact Jennifer Cobb, MSW, LCSW at 
Guilford Counseling, PLLC for more details.  
Her phone number is 336-337-5469. 

Tai Chi Fundamentals: An Intergenerational 
Tai Chi Class. 7-8pm. For people of any age 
at the Shepherds Center, 1700 Ebert Rd, WS. 
First class free. $15 for 3 classes December 
3, 10, and 17. New members may join this 
class at any time. Taught by Sandy Seeber & 
Alan Graham of Three Treasures Tai Chi. For 
more information or to register, call Alan at 
336.416.9426 or email info@alangrahamdc.
com
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wednesday
Wednesday Morning Meditation. 7-7:40am. 
No class on Dec. 26. We hope you will join 
us for our an early morning meditation group 
led by Heather Mask, LPC and Rodney Owen. 
It is a great way to start your day and focus 
your week. Each Wednesday morning we will 
sit together for a guided meditation and brief 
topic discussion related to the meditation and 
mindfulness. No experience with meditation 
is necessary to join the group. We would love 
to have you come explore meditation as a tool 
for mindful living, becoming aware of your 
emotions and reactions, as well as learning 
about yourself and your responses to your 
thoughts, emotions and the world around 
you. We look forward to seeing you soon. 
Cost: Free - Donations appropriate. For more 
info, call The Center for Holistic Healing at 
841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com.

Tai Chi for Seniors age 50 and above. 12 noon 
at the Shepherds Center Ebert Street location 
in Winston-Salem. First class is free. First class 
is free. Cost $20 for 3 classes December 5,12, 
and 19.  New members may join the class at 
any time. Taught by Sandy Seeber and Alan 
Graham with Three Treasures Tai Chi. For 
more information or to register, call Sandy 
at 336.724.1822 or email Sandy at sandy@
threetreasures.org

Yoga for Anxiety. 4:15-5:15pm. No class Dec. 
26.  In this class we will focus on managing the 
symptoms of anxiety such as racing thoughts, 
worry, and sleep disturbance.  You will learn 
to manage these symptoms through breath 
control, meditation, mantras, and a gentle 
physical practice.  Taught by Joni Merrill, RYT, 
this class is appropriate for all fitness levels.  
If needed you can even do it from a chair!  
We hope you will join us for this wonderful 
class which promises to be educational, fun 
and add many tools to your anxiety manage-
ment tool box! $10/class. Class packages 
available. For more info, call The Center for 
Holistic Healing at 841-4307 or visit www.
chhtree.com.

Beginner to Intermediate Pilates Class. 5:30-
6:30pm. This Mat Pilates class is appropriate 
for both beginners and intermediate Pilates 
students.  Everyone will learn the fundamen-
tals such as proper breathing, concentration, 
and coordination as well as ways to make 
each position a challenge for those who are 
ready. This is a low-impact class for people 
of all ages, great for toning, and allows all 
participants to begin and progress at their 
own pace and individual fitness level.  Pilates 

Date and Acquaintance Rape Support Group. 
5-6:30pm. No group on December 25. We 
invite you to meet and gather with support 
from fellow survivor and learn from  each 
other. This group has an interactive focus with 
some guidance from the facilitator. Led by 
Valarie Snell, LCSW. Cost: $20/group. Please 
call CHH and ask for Valarie for more info. 
336 841 4307. Group members will need 
to speak with Valarie Snell prior to attend-
ing group. For more info please contact The 
Center for Holistic Healing at 336-841-4307 
or visit www.chhtree.com

T'ai Chi Ch'uan Classes. 5:30-6:30pm (Be-
ginners) and 6:30-7:30pm (Advanced). T'ai 
Chi for health, meditation and self-defense. 
Improve balance, strength and flexibility. 
Classes held at First Reformed United Church 
of Christ, 513 W. Front St., Burlington. 336-
449-3284. Phone for special introductory 
rates. Your instructor has 35 years experience 
in T'ai Chi Ch'uan, and is certified to teach 
by  The National Tai Chi Ch'uan Assn., Los 
Angeles, CA. See full class schedule at www.
silktigertaichi.com. 

Want to Learn Reiki in a private one-on-
one setting? Dec. 4, 11, 18. 5:30-7:30pm. 
Learn how to become a level 1 practitioner. 
After being attuned to this wonderful healing 
energy you can then treat yourself, family, 
friends and even your pets. After completion 
of these three classes you receive a level 1 
certificate based on your knowledge of the 
history, chakra system and chi flow, proper 
techniques and the benefits of Reiki. Learn 
how to keep yourself and loved ones healthy 
through the healing energy of Reiki. $125 for  
these private lessons. For more info, contact 
Lori Alderman, Reiki master teacher, certified 
Reflexologist, and Herbalist at 336-339-0656 
or at slreflexology@gmail.com

Yin/Yang Yoga. 6-7:15pm. Bring a non-
perishable food donation in exchange for 
the class fee on December 11th! No class on 
Dec. 25. Taught by Noell Stevens, RYT, this 
mixed level class will focus on the balance of 
strength and flexibility as well as breath and 
movement. Come explore, discover, and grow 
with us through Yin/Yang yoga! $10/class. 
Class packages available. For more info, call 
The Center for Holistic Healing at 841-4307 
or visit www.chhtree.com.

Outdoor Boot Camp Classes. 6:15pm-7pm. 
Also Thursdays. Join us for a fun, fat-burning, 
total body workout for all fitness levels! 
Various agility, functional, cardio and strength 
exercises will be utilized, and each class ends 
with core work and stretching. Please bring 
a mat, towel and water. $10/class. Location: 
Tanglewood Park-Shelter 2, Clemmons. Please 
email Tara Ballard at tsballard@gmail.com for 
more information and to confirm your spot! 

Primordial Tai Chi for Enlightenment Form. 
An Intergenerational Class for people of any 
age from 7-8 PM at Knollwood Baptist Church 

exercises are focused on core conditioning to 
enhance core strength and overall flexibility. 
This energizing form of exercise will create 
better posture, slimmer thighs and toned arms, 
while increasing circulation and relieving 
tension.  For more information please call 
The Center for Holistic Healing at 841-4307 
or visit www.chhtree.com.

Insight Qigong. 6:30-7:30. No class on De-
cember 26. Taught by Rodney Owen, this 
class utilizes the practices of Qigong, and 
Insight Meditation to develop awareness of 
the mind-body connection. Qigong is an 
Asian healing art grounded in Taoism and 
Traditional Chinese Medicine that addresses 
the physical, mental, and spiritual aspects of 
the complete person. Insight Meditation is 
based on the Vipassana tradition of Southeast 
Asian Buddhism, and is a method for focus-
ing awareness on the present moment and 
developing understanding of the true nature 
of existence through mindful investigation of 
the life process as it happens. This class will 
cover basic Qigong practices, the Primordial 
Qigong form, and Insight Meditation. Qigong 
and Meditation are gentle and empowering 
arts that are appropriate for practitioners of 
all ages and fitness levels. Cost: $10/class. For 
more info, call The Center for Holistic Healing 
at 841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com.

Insight Tai Chi. 7:30-8:30pm. No class on 
Dec. 26. Insight Taiji is a comprehensive and 
practical approach to the practice of Taijiquan 
(Tai Chi).  We utilize the tools of Chen-Hun-
yuan Tai Chi, Qigong, Insight Meditation, and 
various partner exercises to achieve health, 
balance, unification, confidence, and a peace-
ful orientation.  The goal of Insight Taiji is prac-
ticality; to take the lessons learned in practice 
and apply them in the day-to-day world 
as stress-reduction, conflict-management, 
physical healing, engaged peacemaking, and 
holistic personal awakening.  Insight Taiji is an 
energetic and low-impact practice that is ap-
propriate for all ages and fitness levels. Taught 
by Rodney Owen. $10/class - Class packages 
available. For more info, call The Center for 
Holistic Healing at 841-4307 or visit www.
chhtree.com.

at 330 Knollwood Street in Winston-Salem. 
Cost $10, December 4 and 11. New members 
may join this class at any time. Taught by 
Sandy Seeber and Alan Graham with Three 
Treasures Tai Chi.  For more information, 
call Alan at 336.416.9426 or email info@
alangrahamdc.com
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friday
Chair Yoga. 12-1pm. Dealing with physical 
challenges can be stressful, painful, and de-
pressing.  Chair Yoga teaches us how to use 
the wisdom of our body and mind to transform 
the negative impact of dealing with physical 
challenges into an experience of empower-
ment and healing.  In this class we learn to use 
the breath to induce relaxation to a stressed 
body and mind.  We learn how to move our 
body mindfully in order to develop strength, 
balance, and flexibility. We learn how to use 
meditation to transform feelings of despair and 
helplessness into a sense of inner peace and 
control.  Taught by Susan Sherrill, RYT. Cost: 
$10/class. Class packages available Class is 
held at The Center for Holistic Healing in High 
Point. For further information, call 336-841-
4307 or visit www.chhtree.com.

saturday
Community Acupuncture Clinic at The 
Center for Holistic Healing. 12-2pm. Come 
experience acupuncture with Amanda Brown 
MSOM, L.Ac., Dipl.OM! Our acupuncture 
clinic offers effective affordable treatment in a 
relaxing group setting. Patients receive profes-
sional, safe, personalized care in a peaceful 
group center. By treating several patients at 
once we lower our costs and pass our savings 
on to you. The types of conditions that this 
setting is most conducive for include: Anxiety 
and stress, Headaches, Digestive problems, 
Insomnia, Addictions, Acute and chronic 
pain, Smoking cessation, Emotional problems 
as well as general health maintenance and 
relaxation. $30/patient. For more info: call 
336-841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com

thursday
Community Acupuncture Clinic at The Center 
for Holistic Healing. 10:30am-1pm. Come 
experience acupuncture with Amanda Brown 
MSOM, L.Ac., Dipl.OM! Our acupuncture 
clinic offers effective affordable treatment in a 
relaxing group setting. Patients receive profes-
sional, safe, personalized care in a peaceful 
group center. By treating several patients at 
once we lower our costs and pass our savings 
on to you. The types of conditions that this 
setting is most conducive for include: Anxiety 
and stress, Headaches, Digestive problems, 
Insomnia, Addictions, Acute and chronic 
pain, Smoking cessation, Emotional problems 
as well as general health maintenance and 
relaxation. $30/patient.  For more info: call 
336-841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com

T'ai Chi Classes. 12:30-1:30pm. T'ai Chi for 
health, meditation and self-defense. Improve 
balance, strength and flexibility. Beginners 
welcome. Triad Yoga Institute, 3940 W. 
Market St., GSO. 336-449-3284. Phone for 
special introductory rates. Your instructor has 
35 years experience in T'ai Chi Ch'uan, and 
is certified to teach by  The National T'ai Chi 
Ch'uan Assn., Los Angeles, CA. See full class 
schedule at www.silktigertaichi.com. 

Stillpoint Acupuncture Clinic. 2–6pm. Still-
point Acupuncture Community Clinic offers a 
low cost, community-centered way to provide 
acupuncture treatments for a wide variety of 
health concerns. Making acupuncture afford-
able and convenient are the primary aims of 
this clinic. Using a model similar to that prac-
ticed in China, the clinic setting allows us to 
see more people at once, thereby reducing our 
cost and yours. Appointments suggested, but 
walk-ins accepted if space available. Call 336-
510-2029 for an appointment. 614 Pasteur Dr. 
GSO. www.stillpointacupuncture.com

Zumba Basics Class. 5:30-6:20pm 1st and 3rd 
Thursdays. Interested in learning Zumba but 
afraid everyone else will know all the moves 
except you? This class is for beginners - let's 
learn together! Classes are $5. Taught by 

Level 1 Zumba instructor and ACE certified 
personal trainer, Lori Alderman. For more info, 
call 336-339-0656 or email SLReflexology@
gmail.com. Please visit AF&T.weebly.com. 
Class location: The Creative Center, 900 16th 
Street, Room 305, Greensboro.

T'ai Chi Ch'uan Classes. 5:30-6:30pm (Be-
ginners) and 6:30-7:30pm (Advanced). T'ai 
Chi for health, meditation and self-defense. 
Improve balance, strength and flexibility. 
Classes held at First Reformed United Church 
of Christ, 513 W. Front St., Burlington. 336-
449-3284. Phone for special introductory 
rates. Your instructor has 35 years experience 
in T'ai Chi Ch'uan, and is certified to teach 
by  The National Tai Chi Ch'uan Assn., Los 
Angeles, CA. See full class schedule at www.
silktigertaichi.com. 

Foundations Yoga. 5:30-6:45pm. In this class 
you will learn the foundations that create a 
balanced yoga practice. We will focus on 
proper breath, alignment, core strength and 
use of props. This is a great class for beginners 
to learn in a safe and comfortable environ-
ment. $10/class. Class packages available. For 
more info, call The Center for Holistic Healing 
at 841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com.

fREE  Alkaline, Ionized, Water. 6:30-7:30PM. 
Please join us for a fun and informative eve-
ning where you will learn the secrets of this 
amazing water. View a live demonstration fol-
lowed by a Q & A session. Three guarantees:  
1) Can’t spend any money 2) Can’t sign any-
thing 3) FREE water to take home. Location: 
5525 Stone Crossing Drive, Winston-Salem, 
27104. RSVP - Seating is limited. 336-782-
9677

Adult Survivors of Childhood Sexual Abuse 
Support Group. 7-8:30pm. Taught by Valarie  
Snell, LCSW. We would like to invite you to 
join us to meet and  gather support from fellow 
survivors and learn from each other as well. 
This group has an interactive focus with some 
guidance from the group facilitator. Group 
members will need to speak with Valarie Snell 
prior to attending group. $20/group. For more 
info, contact The Center for Holistic Healing 
at 336-841-4307 or visit www.chhtree.com
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